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"Software International's
Fixed Asset System is like
money in the bank."'
"Denver -based Empire Savings is one of the top ten fastest - growing
savings and loan associations in the United States. With over a billion
dollars in assets, it is the largest state - chartered savings and loan
in Colorado.
"Empire Savings has 35 branches scattered throughout the state,
comprising some $18,000,000.00 worth of buildings and equipment, and
controlling more than 8,000 individual assets.
"Due to our rapid expansion, we could not afford to keep track
of each asset manually, so we investigated several Fixed Asset
software packages.
"We wanted a Fixed Asset system that was comprehensive, flexible,
yet easy to understand and use. We needed multiple control levels
defined in terms familiar to the user. The system had to have a complete audit trail per period /per asset, two sets of books for tax and
corporate reporting requirements, and the ability to interface with our
other computerized systems.

Lynn Davis, Systems Analyst

"The system had to be able to perform various depreciation methods.
We wanted the capability for straight line, declining balance, and sum -of- the - years' digits,
as well as the ability to calculate double- declining balance percentages from 1 -200 percent.
"Also, it had to enable us to comply with Fact and Circumstances depreciation requirements, as well
as calculate Investment Tax Credits for additions, and tax recapture for retirements.
"Finally, a property control feature was required to allow the retirement of gain /loss calculations,
and transfer assets from one location to another.
"After an extensive review, we selected the Software International Fixed
General Ledger and Financial Reporting

Asset Accounting System. It met our

basic requirements and scored highest in

our evaluation. It is backed by a hands on training program, and installable

Fixed�Asset�Accounting�•�Accounts�Receivable
Accounts�Payable�•�Payroll�/Personnel
Net Change Manufacturing Resource Planning

up -dates are making the
system even more flexible.
In fact, we can even control
the inventory of our premium merchandise program
involving more than 100 individual items.
"Now we have the control we need and recognize
a significant cost reduction by not tying up expensive
personnel resources. This Fixed Asset system is like
money in the bank!"

Mor e than software .. M results.
I

I

EMPIRE SAVINGS BUILDING
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Denver, Colorado

Software International believes, and more than 2600
major corporations around the world back us up, that
we offer the most cost - effective, reliable and easy -touse financial and manufacturing control sy stem s
available.
But it takes m ore than great systems for successful
implementation. Software International supports all of
its products with a world -wide network of local offices
staffed with professionals whose wide range of experience covers both data processing and business. Users
benefit from this expertise with training, technical support, comprehensive documentation, maintenance and
regular enh an cements.

Please send me your free literature about these SOFTW ARE
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INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS:
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LARGE�COMPUTER�SYSTEMS—
for users of IBM. BURROUGHS.
DEC, HONEYWELL. UNIVAC and
ICL computers.
Financial
.J General Ledger
Payroll /Personnel
� �Accounts�Payable
� �Accounts�Receivable
Fixed Asset Accounting
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Atlanta (404) 955 -3705
Boston (617) 683 -2447
Chicago (312) 298 -3500
Columbus, OH (614) 773 -2167
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San Jose (408) 249 -7501
Toronto (416) 924 -1461
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SMALL�COMPUTER�SYSTEMS— M
for users of System.13 and other
IBM, Burroughs, Univac 9030.
Honeywell 62, HP 3000, Wang
Interdata and most popular business minicomputers.
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Here, in an expanded
volume from Dun & Bradstreet .
are profound and priceless
insights into the finances of
American businesses. You won't
find the information elsewhere.
D &B's new Key Business
Ratios contains over 200 pages of hard
facts —no less than 14 key ratios for each of
more than 800 four -digit SICs plus three net -worth
size ranges within each SIC.
a company of
The Dun & BradstrectCo rpo ratio n
Now you can quickly learn which lines of business
outperform others in a variety of vital measurements —
Financial & Economic Data File
such as profits on sales. on net worth and on working
99 Church Street, New York, N.Y. 10007
capital. Identify those industries that are debt -heavy and
those that are relatively debt -free. Put your finger on
Please send me
copies of Key Business Ratios at $40
the liquidity of one industry vs. another.
I
for
the
first
copy
and
only
$15 for each additional copy plus
Possible only through the computerized files of
applicable
taxes.
Ratios
Dun & Bradstreet, the 1979 edition of Key Business
is mo re com p lete, d etailed an d accu rate th an p revious
Name /Title
editions —and available earlier in the year than before. It
brings an invaluable perspective to the financial affairs of I Company
business to CEOs, bankers, investment counselors and
Address _
particularly credit executives.
D &B's new Key Business Ratios. It's a book of
City/State/Zip
comparisons unlike any other. Order yours today.

Dun & Bradstreet
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How Dow Accounts for Its Energy Use

10

By Morris Gartenberg
Dow Chemical Company realized the value of energy conservation years before OPEC
started turning the screw. Here's a look at its unique "energy accounting system."

Environmental
Accounting

ARCO Establishes Responsibility Accounting at Prudhoe Bay

13

By Patricia A. Anstine and Michael E. Scott
Controlling costs and operations at Alaska's gigantic oil field was a challenge for Atlantic
Richfield Co., which had to report to the other 15 co- owners. A thorough analysis of
operations, maintenance and accounting resulted in a unique system of responsibility accounting.

RRA —Will It Work?

21

By George Walendowski and Michael A. Diamond
Has all the energy spent on the development of Reserve Recognition Accounting been
wasted? Here's an overview of the SEC's —and the energy companies' — problem.

How One Utility Allocates Steam Service Costs

26

By Russell J. Mayotte
Utilities are trying to control costs and still give customers good service. One way to do this
is to analyze service costs and investment by class of customer in order to determine a fair
rate for everyone.

Records Management for Pollution Abatement Programs: Meeting
EPA Requirements
37
By James A. Jensen and H. Gary Larson
In meeting Environmental Protection Administration requirements for documentation on
pollution abatement programs, it makes sense to develop a coding format that can be
used in common for records management and accounting purposes.

Justifying Proposals to Save Energy

42

By Paul M. Scudiere
Energy conservation efforts should be evaluated in the same fashion as other capital
investments. Special tax benefits, however, are making energy - related investments more
attractive.

Evolving Issue

Red-flagging the White Collar Criminal

51

By Marshall B. Romney, W. Steve Albrecht, and David J. Cherrington
A number of social and technological trends have fostered a great increase in white collar
crimes. Management accountants can help protect their corporation's assets by learning
how fraud can be discouraged.
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How to Establish an Effective Records Retention Program

55

By Jack D. Hatfield
One o f the most impo rtant responsibilities o f a corporate financial o f ficer is maintaining a
goo d reco rd - keeping system fo r his co mpany. A co ntro ller- treasurer describes the proper
pro cedure fo r setting up and o verseeing a reco rd retention program.

NAA Seminar

FAS 33

58

NA A 's one -day co nference on ''Financial Reporting and Changing Prices" attracted a
large audience to hear speakers describe ho w the FA S B wants co rpo ratio ns to disclo se
inf lation- adjusted f inancial statements.
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A myopic view of profits

60
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Pension Fund Management is a critical function that involves billions — that's why
the A pril issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING focuses on this corporate concern along with
emplo yee benefits pro grams. In May, watc h f o r a se rie s o f ar tic les o n eco no mi cs and
forecasting
and June pro files the f inancial o ff icer and co ntro ller.
FAS NO. 33 OR CATCH 33?
A repeat of the very successful conference on this controversial and topical Issue will be presented on May 6, 1980 in Chicago. See details on page 36.
... Another service from NAA

Cover:
Oil refinery at
Prudhoe Bay,
Alaska.
Accountants in
the wake of oil
strike. See page
13. Photo,
courtesy of
ARCO Oil & Gas.
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Toward a Respected Profession
Earlier this year I disc uss ed the firs t three attributes of a profession.
The fourth and fifth attributes are (a) a recognized need to im prove its
effectiveness by improving practices and by increasing the understanding of the profession's role, and (b)
the com mitment of m embers of the profession that considers public interest to be
paramount.
Thre e of s ix objectives listed in NAA's
Cons titution relate clearly to research and
the dis semination of its results and to education to improve accounting practices and
methods and provide opportunities for
members to increase their know ledge.
Thes e purpos es have been pursued continuously throughout the 60 years of our existence. Our res earch activity is being expanded as a res ult of successful solicitation of outside support from the business comm unity and from public
acc ounting firm s. Projec t s ubjects are being planned to be m ore respons ive to c urrent needs of the profes sion of managem ent accounting, and time spans from inc eption to completion of projects are being
decreas ed.
NAA c ontinues to expand its Continuing Education and In -House
Program offerings both in terms of subjects and locations. W e also are
increasing our c apability to m ount program s on short notice, i.e., the
one - day /seminar on inflation accounting held last January. Improved
and m ore Self -Study Program s and other materials are being m ade
available to members , chapters, and counc ils for use in PD seminars
and pers onal career - building programs. Through MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, which I think is consistently being improved, members and
others have available a means of updating their knowledge and skills.
NAA ac tively participates in a proc es s s ponsored by the Am erican
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business to develop and implement
accreditation s tandards for acc ounting educational program s on university c ampuses. Our Managem ent Ac counting Practices Comm ittee
(MAP) is participating in the standard - setting process. In all of these
ways , we are fulfilling our res pons ibility for improvement of the services provided by our profes sion.
A concern for the public interest and a com mitm ent that transcends
com m itm ent to em ployer or c lient is a very difficult area but, by the
same tok en, highly critical. Justice Brandeis has said, "A profession is
an occ upation which is pursued largely for others and not merely for
oneself."
The hallmarks of ac counting, w hether of the managem ent or public
variety, mus t be objectivity and integrity, and these two characteristics
must be founded on a degree of independence. Former Treasury Secretary Bill Simon has said, "There is no s olution as long as truth is
politic ally lethal." This, I suggest, is true in the governance process of
our country, in NAA, and in the organizations that employ us. W e are in
the early s tage of an effort to develop a c ode of ethics for management accountants — another indication of our response to the opportunity to lead in the developm ent of a respec ted profession.
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peer review, the Securities & Exchange Commission might require companies to report
whether their auditors have themselves been
audited by another firm, SEC Chairman Harold
M. Williams warned. He spoke at a conference
of accountants, auditors, and financial execuRobert F. Randall, Editor
tives on the SEC's regulation of auditing practices. In 1979, he pointed out, only 40 of the
860 accounting firms that conduct audits of
publicly -held companies commissioned peer
reviews. "This small number causes justifiable
concern about the profession's commitment to
self - regulation," he said.... The SEC also has
Blow Your Own Horn
proposed rules designed to cut the cost of pa—And Save Your Career
perwork and thus reduce the cost of regulations. In addition, the Commission has proPersonality conflicts —not inadequate perform- posed a new rule that would require companies
ance —lead to most executive job terminations, to discuss in detail in their annual reports their
according to a study conducted by Henchey & financial condition, including capital needs, liCo., a New York -based outplacement consult- quidity, and the impact of such economic
ing organization. The kicker in their survey of trends as inflation.
fired executives: 86% of those who lost their
jobs shared one common trait—they did not aggressively call their superiors' attention to their FAS 8 Causes Significant Changes
achievements, preferring that they be recognized and appropriately rewarded without the The Board's standard on "Accounting for the
necessity of doing so. The surveyed executives Translation of Foreign Currency Transactions
were earning salaries ranging from $25,000 to and Foreign Currency Financial Statements"
$222,000. Other characteristics that figured in has caused significant changes in financial
their job loss included a tendency to react too management practices in many companies.
emotionally (48 %) and an appearance of being That's the conclusion of a study just issued by
too rigid or unreasonable (38 %).
the Financial Executives Research Foundation.
Major findings: 52% of companies have
changed the mix between local currency debt
`FAS 33 Just Muddies the Debate'
and U.S. dollar debt in their capital structure to
reduce their exposure to translation adjustThe Financial Accounting Standards Board's ments ... and 32% believe that cash borrowing
ruling on reporting the effects of inflation —FAS costs are significantly higher than they other33 —is no standard at all, says Warren Bim- wise would be because of refinancings deblick, director of the account group of Corpcom signed to avoid translation exposure under FAS
Services, New York. Based on his informal sur- 8. In its reconsideration of that standard, the
vey of more than 15 accounting theorists and Board plans to issue an exposure draft in secsenior financial officers, he says the standard ond quarter 1980, which probably will have an
will just muddy the debate as to how compa- extended exposure period.
nies should account for inflation in their financial reports_ "It's a double standard because it
mixes two accounting approaches. That fence - Business /Accounting Briefs
straddling means the Financial Accounting
Standards Board simply failed to achieve Russell E. Palmer, managing partner and chief
meaningful consensus in the accounting and executive officer of Touche Ross & Co., has
business community over how we should report been elected president of the Board of Truston double -digit inflation. Our survey reveals ees of the Financial Accounting Foundation,
that it lacks credibility as well as turning up succeeding A.O. Way. J.O. Edwards, controller
some practical problems in putting the new of Exxon Co., USA, was elected vice presistandard into effect." (Seepage 58)
dent .. .. Elmer Fox, Westheimer & Co. has
changed its name to Fox & Co. Headquartered
in Denver, Colo., it has 55 offices in 23 states
SEC Chairman Warns CPAs on Inaction and D.C.... The Institute of Internal Auditors is
planning a regional convention in Perth, WestUnless more CPA firms undergo the so- called ern Australia, Oct. 4 -7, 1981,

Data Sheet
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

Inflation Accounting Guides Issued
In the wake of the requirements imposed upon
large publicly -owned companies by Statement
No. 33 of the Financial Accounting Standards
Board to present, in supplementary form, information about corporate performance measured
on current cost and constant dollar bases,
Board and the American Institute of CPAs have
issued guides to assist those who prepare and
those who review such information. The
FASB's "Illustrations of Financial Reporting
and Changing Prices," is a 112 -page publication created by a 16- member task group experienced in preparing or analyzing financial
reports of large companies from different industries. Chairman of the group is Thomas 0 .
Thorsen, senior vice president- finance, General Electric Co. The booklet contains 14 different
illustrations of the types of disclosures that
might appear in financial reports. Some of the
illustrations are identified by company name,
but most are intended to represent hypothetical
firms in particular industries. For copies contact
the FASB, High Ridge Park, Stamford, Conn.
06905.
Statement on Auditing Standards No. 27,
"Supplementary Information Required by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board," was
issued by the AICPA's Auditing Standards
Board (MAP, Feb. '80). The publication is designed to guide independent auditors who have
to deal with supplementary information which
firms are required to present outside of basic
financial statements, such as that which is
called for by FAS No. 33. The audit standard
requires an auditor to apply certain limited procedures to this supplementary information
which are less than an audit. No opinion is to
be expressed on the information outside financial statements, but the auditor must call attention in his report to either the omission of required information or material departures from
FASB guidelines.

MAP Agrees with 2 Proposals
NAA's Management Accounting Practices
Committee reviewed proposals offered by the
Securities & Exchange Commission and the
FASB and commented favorably in each case.
In response to the SEC's solicitation of comments on its "Proposed Amendments to Form
S -8," the MAP Committee concurred "with the
aim of expediting the review of registration
statements and thereby reducing costs of the
process." The Committee remarked that a
FASB proposed Interpretation (MAP, Feb. '80)
"provides appropriate clarification of the accounting for unused investment credits as regards the statutory percentage limitation and
therefore should be issued as an Interpretation."

FASB Issues 3 Proposed Statements
In a visible flurry of activity at the close of 1979,
the FASB released a proposed Statement of
Financial Accounting Concepts and two proposed Statements of Financial Accounting
Standards. The Statement of Concepts, "Elements of Financial Statements of Business Enterprises," is a revision of an exposure draft issued in December 1977 and is part of the
series of publications in the Board's conceptual
framework for financial accounting and reporting. Statements in the series set forth fundamentals to be used as the basis for developing
financial accounting and reporting standards.
This statement defines eight interrelated elements that are relevant to measuring performance of an enterprise. The comment period extends until May 15.
Under the proposed standard, "Accounting
for Compensated Absences," the cost of absences from work, such as vacations, holidays,
illness, or personal activities, for which employees are paid would be accrued by their employers on a current basis. This determination
would eliminate alternative accounting practices now being followed.
The proposed standard, "Accounting for Pre acquisition Contingencies of Purchased Enterprises," would specify how an acquiring enterprise should account for contingencies of an
acquired enterprise that were in existence at
the purchase date and for subsequent adjustments that result from those contingencies.

FASB Takes Other Actions
At a meeting in December, the FASB arrived at
Continued on page 63
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Be our guest for a one day seminar. We'll
present a live, on -line practical application
of how our commercial credit /accounts
receivable system works, and how you can
use it to improve your position in our present economy.
See the system live— Operate it yourself.
Choose from one of three afternoon workshops directed to your specialized field of
operation: credit, accounts receivable or data

processing.
Send in the registration form today. Enrollment is limited and reservations are
accepted on a first come, first served basis.
Select the date and city you prefer and send
in your request while space is still available:
or call us at 312/454.1650. We'll send complete details by return mail.
Join us ... We're Fortex ... the dedicated
software people.

jW
FORTEX

Fortex Data Corporation110 S. Riverside Plaza/Chicago, IL 60606
Count me in. Send me details on the seminar I've checked.

C
PHONE

71P
COMPUTER MODE]

❑

ADDRESS

❑
❑

❑

COMPANY

Rye, NY
March 20
Seattle, WA
March 27
Chicago, IL
April 10
Cleveland, OH
April 24

❑

❑
❑

WI F

❑

1 wantto attend at

NAME

Atlanta, GA
September 4
Houston, TX
September 10
Culver City, CA
September 18
Philadelphia, PA
October 2

Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Tail Wags the Dog

We in the financial community have
for years labored with the best set of
General Accepted Accounting Principles to satisfy the SEC, the little old
lady investor who likes the cover of the
annual report, and the internal line
manager who wants to know "did I do
good ?" I suggest we stop trying and
concentrate on advancing the tools
needed for intelligent maximization of
the nation's free enterprise system.
Give the good managers the good
tools to work with.
As management accountants we
should advance management skills in
industry with the concepts of direct
costing, responsibility reporting, discounted cash flow, etc., and then comply with the volatile cries of the bureaucracy as is needed. Basically, what I
am saying is, if it is to your advantage to
run your company this way, do it, and
don't even concern your management
team with what that decision did to the
external world's look at the company.
As the authors pointed out, the investors do not get fooled by variations in
form.

Why, within the financial world, do we
always seem to have the tail wagging
the dog? In their article, "Is Financial
Reporting Influencing Internal Decision
Making ?" (July '79), Stephen F. Jablonsky and Mark W. Dirsmith highlight
this point very well.
The external reporting world "tail"
has been violently wagging the internal
decision- making dog to the detriment of
good business common sense. The conclusions reached in the article confirm
the negative impact which exists from
industry maintaining multiple benchmarks, sets of terminology, and reports
that have meaning only to a certain segment of the financial world.
Example: when a basic question like
"How much inventory do we have on
hand ?" has to be answered by, "Who
wants to know ?" If it is the IRS we have
a LIFO value. If it is a manufacturing
manager perhaps he gets a direct cost
value, or if it is the corporate materials
manager he gets an answer — "too
much ".

Accountants:

WORK FOR
YOURSELF

Start your own bookkeeping, account ing and tax service practice. Our advertising and marketing system helps
you get clients. Our proven COMPREHENSIVE" accounting system
helps you profitably service those
small and medium -sized businesses.

service over 16,000 monthly business
clients.

COMPUTERIZED SUPPORT

Our large scale computer quickly and
efficiently provides your clients with
complete financial data —every month.
Learn more about how you could
start or expand your own practice.

THE SYSTEM

Name

'

' Address

'
— S tate

Zip

'
'

corporation

(Best time to call)

accounting

Phone

2 1 1 1 Comprehensive Drive, Auro ra. Illino is 60507
Official Tabulators for the National Easter Seal Telethon
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In "A New Approach to Business Combinations" (Nov. '79), J. Terry Dewberry proposes that instead of using the
pooling or purchase methods, a new
"combined" method be adopted. It is
my opinion that this "combined" method actually adopts the worst features of
the pooling and purchase methods. In
many acquisitions the method of accounting is not determined after the acquisition is structured; rather, the acquisition is structured to achieve the
most acceptable accounting result.
Many factors are important; the effect
on future income statements is certainly
one of them. Mr. Dewberry's method
would allow companies to acquire other
companies at substantial premiums
which would not have to be amortized
as goodwill or depreciation expense in
the future. This will allow substantial
P &L growth through acquisitions, and
no doubt would greatly increase the
number of them. I do not believe that
this is the intent of Mr. Dewberry or
any other accountant.
William F. Patrick
Syracuse Chapter
Syracuse, N. Y.

Future of the CMA

Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
Illinois residents call collect: (3121898-6868

Please send me more information about COMPREHENSIVE Accounting, the nation's
largest accounting franchisor of its kind.
MA3

'

Worst Features of Both Methods

CALL V. A. COX TOLL FREE
(800) 323 -9000

A marketing and accounting system
which has been perfected through 29
years of experience ... allowing
COMPREHENSIVE accountants to

' city

The voice of th e management accountant needs to be heard, and the
business of running an efficient company should come first. The gap at t he
GAAP will never be bridged!
Ken W. Kessler
Hobart Corp.
Troy, Ohio

'

As professionals, we have attempted to
upgrade the image of the management
accountant by the establishment of the
Certificate in Management Accounting.
But what good is it if it isn't recognized?
Our Association promotes the CMA.
The Institute of Management Accounting has established guidelines so that
obtaining a CMA proves something
about the person as a professional. The
next step is for potential employers to
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

recognize the CMA as a measure of
worth. True, some employers list a
CMA as an alternate qualification for a
position. However, too many ignore the
CMA. Unfortunately they include
members and past. officers of NAA.
Until NAA members actively promote the CMA in their own firms, and
in their employment practices, how can
we expect anyone else to give it the recognition we are striving for?
Carlynne Allbee
San Diego Chapter
La Mesa, California

Ever get the feeling
when your work
is behind,
you're alone?

Better Pension Terminology
The excellent article on municipal pensions by Whitmire and Schleps (Oct.
'79) prompts this note.
The authors use the standard term,
"unfunded liabilities," in discussing the
sad state of many public pension plans.
While this is a proper term among accountants and actuaries, it is a poor
term if one wants to be understood by
the public. And it is important that the
public learn about this matter. May I
suggest "Pension Fund Shortages" or
"Pension Funding Shortages" as a
much better set of words to communicate with the public at large.
Frank C. Genovese
Professor of Economics
Babson College
Wellesley, Mass.

Ignores Real World
I read with initial interest, and then
mounting concern, the article on "Campaign Reporting: A Challenge for
Accountants" (Oct. '79) by Rodney
Brandstedter. If the purpose of the piece
was merely to present the rules involved
as set forth by the FEC, that purpose
was accomplished. A true opportunity
was missed, however, by not presenting
the real life problems and some solutions in attempting to comply with
those "intolerable, complicated reporting requirements."
Other than to suggest that accountants should "impose simple but effective
systems" and "provide written instructions to the candidate's staff," nothing
more is offered. The article sadly sugContinued on page 63
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How Dow Accounts
for Its Energy Use
As one of the biggest corporate energy consumers, this chemical
company believes it can cut its costs through an elaborate
"Energy Accounting System."

By Morris Gartenberg
The Seventies were characterized by an increasing
concern with the environment and dwindling resources— particularly energy resources. The government has responded to these concerns by
enacting legislation designed to protect the environment and to stimulate the conservation of energy —all of these factors have increased costs for
industry.
With steadily rising prices for oil and gas, obviously it is in the best interest of industry to conserve energy. For many companies, however, it is
a gigantic task just determining how much energy
is used annually. The chemical industry, an enormous consumer ofenergy, has been reporting on
energy conservation through the Chemical Manufacturers Assn. (CMA) to the Department of Energy (DOE) since 1975. Indeed, the energy conservation data reported by the chemical and allied
products industry comprises more than 90% of
the energy for fuel and process use reported to the
DOE.
As one of the largest chemical companies and,
therefore, user of energy, Dow Chemical USA decided an energy conservation program was in its
best interest. In the late 1960's before energy conservation was fashionable, Dow Chemical USA
launched a war on Btus (British thermal units).
The purpose of the program: to achieve energy
conservation at every level.
10
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The program paid off. In 1978 it reported that it
had saved the equivalent of 550 million gallons of
oil compared to 1972. This figure is equivalent to
more than 9% of the CMA- reported energy saving for the chemical and allied products industry.
How Dow Does It
In order to produce energy savings, Dow had to
first come up with some way of measuring the
amount of energy used in production. It developed an "Energy Accounting System," which was
unique in the industry at the time. Today it is
considered one of the most comprehensive energy
use monitoring systems in existence.
Basic to its conservation program is the principle that every plant and any new capital project
operate at maximum energy efficiency. In order to
gauge this efficiency at its U.S. location, Dow
management developed an energy accounting and
reporting system.
It is designed to determine how much energy
was consumed during production. Every month,
Dow's headquarters in Midland, Mich. receives
reports via computer from its seven major divisions which in turn obtain this information from
115 manufacturing plants. This division summary
of data or the monthly Btu report (see Table 1)
measures the production output in Btus.
Each division also calculates the energy value of
its input in Btus. This information is reported on
the Division Energy Input Report (Table 2). The
Copyright © 1980 by the National Association of Accountants

Table 1
ABC CHEMICAL COMPANY MONTHLY BTU REPORT
SOUTHERN DIVISION
01234 Product A
Production
BTUlprod. unit:
Raw material
Conversion
Total
01235 Product X
Production
BTU /prod unit:
Raw material
Conversion
Total
01236 Product Y
Production
BTUlprod. unit:
Raw material
Conversion
Total
01237 Product Z
Production
BTU/prod. unit:
Raw material
Conversion
Total

Actual

Month
Standard

12,067
31,525
4,077
35,602

31,483
2,976
34,459

21,571
22,281
473
22,754

24,816
684
25,500

1976
Annual

1972
Base Year

28,255

95,708

166,702

177,697

37,664
5,947
43,611

36,836
5,583
42,419

37,809
6,318
44,127

205,093

209,910

149,894

22,505
679
23,184

21,063
753
21,816

20,872
1,115
21,987

222,115

283,217

267,539

31,438
2,555
33,993

29,959
2,514
32,473

26,421
2,846
29,267

51,237

153,140

121,715

19,671
2,659
22,330

28,314
2,953
31,267

41,146
3,507
44,653

31,340
4,532
35,871

31,486
2,981
34,467

22,375
481
22,856

24,817
684
25,501

73,415
31,808
2,739
34,547

6,217
24,935
2,027
26,962

1977
Annual

86,256

25,703
32,000
1,954
33,954

Year-to-date
Actual
Standard

31,586
1,947
33,533

31,808
2,739
34,547

24,253
27,121
3,165
30,286

20,134
2,398
22,532

calculation includes the Btu value of raw material
purchased and transferred and the fuels and power consumed in production. Dow is then able to
determine how much energy it has consumed in
Btus. Data is compiled from the Division Energy
Input Report for reporting to the CMA which ultimately reports the statistics for the entire industry to the Department of Energy.
Reporting, Analysis and Planning
The energy reporting structure for Dow Chemical USA features monthly comparisons to goal
and base year, to the preceding year, to standards,
and to other locations. Achievement highlights
are also noted. At the division level, individual
plants are compared to goals and standards and
comparisions are made to other divisions. External reporting is to the federal, state, and local governments, the Department of Energy, and the
Chemical Manufacturers Assn. The system not
only provides for an analysis of results, but it also
encourages the reporting of opportunities for improvement.
Energy planning revolves around four areas. As
noted, every capital project is planned for maximum energy efficiency. Using raw materials to
maximum efficiency can provide feedstock cost
savings. Fuel savings in regard to energy used is
another goal that Dow strives for. Energy audits
are also conducted to review present locations for
heat balances, motor load, insulation, design,
steam traps, and other energy related conditions.
Organization for Conservation
Without the full support of Dow's management, the energy accounting system could not
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1980

27,121
3,164
30,285

Dow's energy
system was
piggybacked
onto its
accounting
system.

work. The company ensures that there is management- commitment at every level of the operation
to the goal of energy conservation.
Responsible for the energy conservation program is Lawrence L. Saphier, Dow's U.S. manager of energy conservation. Working with him is
Joe M. Scharnberg, corporate energy accountant.
In addition to serving in this capacity, Mr.
Scharnberg serves as the controller of the Inorganic Chemical Division. Each division also has a
part -time energy coordinator and energy accountant, and a plant cost accountant who has responsibility for utility data.
"Dow's energy accounting system is not suitable for every company," Mr. Sharnberg told
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Several companies
have reviewed Dow's System and found it is not
adaptable into their reporting system. What is necessary, first of all, is that a company have an established cost accounting system. Otherwise, the cost
of putting in an energy system similar to Dow's
would be prohibitive. "We piggybacked onto our
accounting computer system," he noted.
There must be a need for the energy information and full cooperation in establishing a system,
he emphasized. Another prerequisite is that a
manual should be prepared and updated from
time to time in order to establish the rules and
guidelines for reporting and compiling data. Dow
has produced a 100 -page Energy Conservation
Reporting Manual that discusses such things as
reporting guidelines, power and steam calculations, the calculation to Btu values, the monthly
Btu report, the Division Energy Report, energy
accounting analysis, federal government reporting, and data security.
11

Table 2
DIVISION ENERGY INPUT REPORT

DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A.
AN OPERATING UNIT OF THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
REPORTING PERIOD

NAME OF REPORTING UNIT

OPERATING DATA

ACTUAL
MONTH

STANDARD
YTD

YTD

HISTORY
1972

O
N
Q

Dow goes one
step further: it
preaches
energy
conservation
to other
companies.

Q
_
w

U
�
7
a

7

PU RC HA SE D TO TA L

2

IDT TOTAL

3

CONVERSION TOTAL

Q

Z�
0
1= 3
a

2 Xo
W
z

0

m
� o
azw
J
W o

Z)0.
LL

Divisonal totals:
MMBtu
VPM -Mlbs
Btullb
Less:
IDT -MMBtu
H
N

H
Q

IDT -Mlbs
Depyramided totals:
MMBtu
VPM -Mlbs
Btullb
Btullb at 1972 base ratios
Conversion Btullb
Conversion Btullb @ 1972 base ratios

Help for Other Companies
Without question , Dow is committed to making
improvements in energy conservation . Not only
do statistics bear this out , but the company expends a great deal of capital in support of energy.
For instance, in 1978 Dow spent over $250 million for energy conservation and plant efficiency.
Dow has even gone one step further. It offers to
discuss energy accounting and conservation with
others interested in developing such a reporting
structure. To date, more than 30 companies have
come to its headquarters to find out how Dow
does it. Some of these companies have included
the automotive and chemical industries.
The Dow system, however, does have weaknesses. It does not consider the weather and degree d ay s ( becau se th e im pact is insignificant), or
differen ces in op eratin g capacities, or fixed and
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variable factors. Because, according to Joe
Scharnberg, the cost to com pile this data outweighs the benefits that m ight be der ive d. Cost
was a m ajor consideratio n in the developm ent of
the pr ogr am . Wh en the Ca rbo run dum Co m pa ny

came out with an elaborate energy accounting system a ft er Do w did, th e Do w m an agem en t f elt it
did not offer anything new. The Dow system had
been installed at a m inim al start -up cost, because
it was piggyba cked o nto t he ac counting sy stem ,
With no additional labor expense ( plant accountants could easily com pile the data ) and with little
system m aintenance cost.
Dow 's ene rgy accounting system may not be
the las t w ord , but it d oes po in t in the dire ction

corporations probably will have to go as energy
supplies become scarcer in the last decades of the
20th century.
O
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ARCO Establishes
Responsibility Accounting
at Prudhoe Bay
When faced with the prospect of uncontrollable costs and an
accounting headquarters 700 miles from the operations area,
ARCO designed and implemented a special responsibility
accounting system for on -site efficiency.

By Patricia Anstine and Michael E. Scott
In mid -1968, Atlantic Richfield Co., in a joint
venture with Exxon Co., USA, discovered oil and
gas at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. After ARCO and
other operators announced confirmation wells, the
American Petroleum Institute estimated the recoverable crude oil of the Prudhoe Bay field at 9.6
billion barrels and gas reserves at 26 trillion cubic
feet. These figures represent 29% of the nation's
crude oil and 11% of the nation's natural gas reserves.
The Prudhoe Bay field occupies 250,000 acres
on Alaska's North Slope, some 250 miles north of
the Arctic Circle. Climatic conditions such as the
extreme cold and long hours of darkness have created unique operational problems never before
encountered in the oil industry. Moreover, government regulations have compounded these
problems. ARCO Oil and Gas Co. (AOGC), a
division of Atlantic Richfield Co., has invested $2
billion in the North Slope wells and production
facilities. When full production is achieved, the
Prudhoe Bay wells should produce an estimated
1.5 million barrels a day.
0025-1690/80/6109-2931/$01.00/0

In 1977, the 16 co- owners unitized the Prudhoe
Bay field. ARCO Oil and Gas serves as operator
for the eastern side of the field and Sohio Petroleum Co. (formerly BP Alaska, Inc.) operates the
western side of the field. Atlantic Richfield's net
share of production is about 18% of the crude oil
and associated gas produced from the oil rim and
almost 37% of the nonassociated gas and natural
gas liquids produced from the gas cap.
How to Trace the Costs?
Because of the type of set -up, AOGC realized it
had to identify organizational centers and trace
costs to individual managers responsible for making cost decisions at the Prudhoe Bay oil field. As
a result, the company has implemented a responsibility accounting system that covers all its Prudhoe operations and provides the mechanism for
control, reporting, budgeting and accountability
of maintenance costs.
Until June 1977, AOGC emphasized operational startup. Staff designed a monthly management
report which displayed costs by major facility. By
November 1977, it had become apparent that this
report was useful only to higher level manageCopyright

V
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Patricia Anstine is the
capital projects
accounting supervisor
for the Alaska Region
of ARCO Oil and as
Co. She has a BBA
degree in accounting
from Texas Christian
University and is a
CPA.
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The 1968 oil discovery at Prudhoe Bay sparked
high hopes of Alaska's being the top oil producing state and sent oil companies on a
search all over the area. Prudhoe Bay is North
America's largest known oil field, situated on
about 250,000 acres of Alaska's North Slope. In
hopes of finding other North Slope drilling
sites, oil companies gave $900 million to the
state for exploration rights in 1969. Since then,
they have spent over $900 million more on
exploration rights in other areas of the state
such as Cook Inlet and Gulf of Alaska. Meanwhile, the state legislature has raised oil taxes
13 times for about 900 %, so exploration has
slowed. At this time, Alaska's oil accounts for
about 15% of the United States' daily
production. Only Texas produces more -32 %.

ment —it did not provide the detail necessary to
pinpoint specific costs and their source at a level
at which the company could exercise control. Particularly elusive were maintenance costs which
could be generated by 15 different maintenance
groups and charged out anywhere in the field.
Once recorded in the accounting system, the costs
lost their source identity and were reported only
as charged to the end cost center. In contrast, operational charges tended to be more stable and
readily identifiable with the facility where operations personnel were responsible.
In November 1977, therefore, Prudhoe Bay
management met with the accounting staff to discuss a system that could assign costs to the supervisory level where responsibility for control existed. Operations management, as the recipients of
maintenance costs, were unable to identify the
source of maintenance charges to the major facilities under their supervision, and maintenance supervisors were unable to budget or control the
costs for which they were responsible. Under the
existing system, the costs merely flowed to the end
cost center and were reported there as total maintenance costs.
Responsibility Accounting Is the Answer
A broad objective evolved from the series of
meetings: the company must develop a system of
responsibility accounting whereby the identifica14

tion of cost incurrence at a given level would generate decisions /changes leading to more effective
use of manpower, materials and resources. The
system would provide the vehicle for: identifying
controllable costs, fixing responsibility for cost incurrence, improving budgeting, and identifying
costs with a specific facility.
Arco Oil & Gas decided it had to make a concerted effort to better control maintenance costs.
The first step was to examine the Prudhoe Bay
structure thoroughly, covering as many areas as
possible.
Supplying the Data
Did the identified need justify the expense involved or effort required to supply the accounting
data? A two - dollar system that amounts to only a
one - dollar savings obviously is poor economics.
Maintenance costs for AOGC- operated facilities at Prudhoe Bay are estimated at $30 million
for 1979. It was obvious that increased control
could result in substantial savings. Benefit vs. cost
analysis is not simple and should be reviewed before developing a system.
How much of the requested d ata can be supplied? In most large organizations, accountants
must work within the framework of an existing
accounting system. No system is without limitations. AOGC could work within the present system, depending on the flexibility of the needed
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

data, or the company could start from scratch and
design a new system. AOGC elected to modify the
current reporting system to meet the informational requirements of Prudhoe Bay management.
Selecting the Criteria
Because forethought is the main ingredient of
any successful responsibility accounting system,
before designing its Prudhoe Bay system, AOGC
considered these questions:

Who will be the primary usersofthe data provided by the system and what will the data be used
for?
Numerous accounting bulletins and publications have stressed the importance of defining the
user of accounting data and what the data will be
used for. Maurice Moonitz discussed in ARS No.
1 the pragmatic aspect of accounting and the necessity that accounting be useful to society as a
whole.' Management accountants are not bound
to please as broad a spectrum as Moonitz advocates but must please the spectrum within which
they operate. Even the scope of an internal system
can be limited to such a degree that the rules and
principles defining the system will answer one user's needs but pay no attention to the needs of
another. Equally at fault would be a system that
gives many users some information but none of
which they really need. Careful consideration and
understanding of the users and their needs is essential before actual system design begins.

What will be the relationship of management
and accounting within the system?
Louis Goldberg discussed an evolution between
management and accounting that leads to an increasing mutual awareness between the groups.'
The responsibilities of accounting and management in supporting an ongoing system must be
defined before system development. An environment in which accounting is expected to take an
active part in seeking explanations and suggesting
alternatives may require a different type of system
from one in which the accountant is viewed as a
bookkeeper.
Within ARCO Oil & Gas, the controller's department provides financial expertise for the company as a whole. Business managers in each
district are an extension of the controller's
department and administer the accounting function. Although not fully developed, some mutual
awareness does exist between accounting and operations. Accounting provides analytical assistance and takes part in the economic decision -making process. The extent to which accounting and
operations were expected to interact determined
the complexity of AOGC's new system design.
The knowledge that accounting would take an active part in supporting the ongoing system led to
report formats that revealed more information but
also required more explanation and training. It
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/MARCH 1980

was assumed that accounting would provide the
necessary training at the appropriate time.

Will costs be controlled at their source or at their
terminus?
Before AOGC could develop the new system, it
had to decide whether maintenance management
or operations management was responsible for
and had control over maintenance charges. From
a practical standpoint, maintenance costs are difficult to control because the maintenance worker is
not confined to a single cost center. Maintenance
personnel may be required at various facilities at
various times and therefore may charge time field wide.
AOGC has 15 maintenance shops, each representing a different area of expertise and potential
source of charge to a facility. Whether to exercise
control at the source (the maintenance shop) or at
the terminus (the operations facility) became a
major problem. Maintenance management argued
validly that it controls dollars spent at facilities
because it determines the number of people performing the work, the number of hours taken,
how the work is done (repair or replace), and the
overall efficiency of work performance. Operations argued effectively that it controls what maintenance is done and when. In reality, whether the
work is unscheduled maintenance or preventive
maintenance, the facility operating manager has
the authority to determine how often he calls the
maintenance person to his facility. Based on this
fact and the knowledge that maintenance costs
could be tracked accurately to the facility, AOGC
elected to control costs at their terminus.

A.a.
Michael E. Scott is the
joint interest
accounting supervisor
in the Alaska Region
office of ARCO Oil and
Gas Co. He holds a
master's degree in
accounting from
Brigham Young
University. A CPA and
holder of the CMA
certificate, he is a
member of the Alaskan
Chapter through which
this article was
submitted.

What costs are controllable?
Control of costs implies the ability to influence
or change cost? Motivation to control costs falls
off sharply as the ability to influence costs diminishes. If noncontrollable costs are reported under
a given supervisor, he should be fully aware that
he is not "responsible" for them.
At Prudhoe Bay, separation of controllable and
noncontrollable costs became defined by the system of cost assignment peculiar to the operation.
All costs are either charged directly to an end cost
center or collected at an intermediate facility and
allocated on an equitable basis. Maintenance personnel can charge time and materials directly
where applied when identifiable. If not directly
identifiable with a cost center, the costs are
charged to the maintenance employee's shop cost
center. These accumulated charges then are allocated based on direct labor hours incurred in the
prior month. For purposes of the responsibility
accounting system, we at AOGC determined that
costs could be controlled only by a supervisor at
the point of original charge. Costs that are further
allocated were not considered controllable. Figure
1 illustrates the dual concept involved: costs reported against a facility or cost center, and costs
15

reported against a supervisor and controlled by
that supervisor.
How do we distinguish maintenance costs from
operating costs?
Conceptually, the division of maintenance activity and operating activity is fairly clear -cut. The
term "maintenance" usually refers to the labor,
parts and materials involved in maintaining equipment and facilities in their present state. "Operations" refers to the labor, parts and materials required to actually run the equipment and facilities.
Unfortunately, most operational climates do
not always fit the conceptual way of doing things.
At Prudhoe Bay, operations routinely authorizes
work that is conceptually maintenance. Charging
this type of cost to maintenance meets the operations /maintenance concept but violates the idea of
responsibility accounting. If maintenance does not
have control over the cost, it should not be held
responsible for it. The idea of responsibility
weighed heavier in system development and led to
a decision that all work authorized by operations
was operating cost and all work authorized by
maintenance was maintenance cost.
Who will budget for the cost, and how will the
budget be prepared?
Because AOGC elected to control costs at the
terminus, a budget by facility was required. Neither operations nor maintenance could adequately
prepare a facility budget without the aid of the
other so we developed a program of participative

Figure 1
DUAL COST CONCEPTS
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budgeting. Operations agreed to forecast the needed maintenance projects within each facility, and
maintenance agreed to supply the man - hours,
parts, and such needed to complete the projects.
Accounting took responsibility for coordinating
budget preparation. The overall responsibility for
budget compliance rested with operations, but the
participative budgeting process also made each
maintenance supervisor accountable for staying
within the individual shop budget at a given facility.
AOGC designed reports to capture data required in order to control maintenance costs. Historical data on the reports made it possible to
forecast for budgeting purposes, and the reports
were designed with budget vs. actual comparisons.
Figure 2 is a high -level organization chart of
AOGC's staff at Prudhoe Bay. Key department
heads are illustrated, with additional detail being
given for the maintenance department.
Preliminary Formats for System Design
SELECTION OF COST CATEGORIES
Hourly labor and materials account for a large
percentage of all controllable costs. Table 1 illustrates additional cost categories selected as controllable at the level desired for budgeting.
REPORT FORMATS — MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
AOGC selected four report formats designed to
provide total costs charged to a facility and categories of costs comprising total charges.
1. Total cost by category incurred by a maintenance group (See Table 1). This report displays
monthly costs, year -to -date costs, historical
data, budget data, annual forecast of expenditures (revised monthly) and budget /forecast
variances. Also shown separately are charges to
AFE's (Authorizations for Expenditures)
which represent a small portion of monthly
maintenance costs that become capitalized in
minor construction projects. This report is the
primary budgeting tool for the individual maintenance groups. These individual budgets become building blocks for the eastern side of the
Prudhoe Bay field which AOGC, as operator,
must submit each year to other interest owners
for approval.
2. Breakdown by facility of total charges incurred
by a maintenance group. This report shows
where the dollars spent by a maintenance
group were charged and is a budgeting tool for
both maintenance and operations. In instances
where a cost cannot be identified specifically
with an end cost center, it is charged to the
worker's maintenance shop.
Costs by category as incurred by a maintenance
group and charged to a facility. This report displays cost breakdown for each facility identiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1980

Figure 2
PRUDHOE BAY FIELD ORGANIZATION CHART
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fled in the previous section. It is valuable as an
analytical and budgeting tool for both maintenance and operations.
4. Total maintenance costs charged against a facility, broken down by individual maintenance
groups (Table 2). This report permits a facility
operator or supervisor to see at a glance the
magnitude and category of maintenance costs
charged in a given month.
METHOD OF COST CAPTURE

As mentioned earlier, the objective of AOGC's
responsibility accounting system is to provide cost
data for groups incurring the costs and for the
facilities receiving the costs.
Cost capture for the maintenance department
presented some unique challenges. Maintenance
has a variable distribution of charges depending
on the facilities where maintenance work is performed. Before A O G C developed the responsibility accounting system, it was possible only to identify total maintenance charges to a given facility.
Budgeting and cost analysis require the capability
of retrieving incurred costs by individual maintenance groups and the capability of associating
costs incurred by individual groups with the facilities receiving the charges.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1980

A O G C decided to use a group identifier already
in existence as the vehicle for tracking maintenance costs through the accounting system. This
identifier is a two -digit code known as a pumper
assignment (PA)code. By creating an association
between the PA code and the properties where
maintenance labor was charged, the company
could track costs from incurrence to final charge.
The group enlarged the concept to include not
only labor charges but other categories of cost incurred by the maintenance department. In addition, the staff realigned some groups and increased
the number of "PA- coded" groups to cover all
personnel with variable distribution of costs.
Systems Design
MANUAL REPORT PREPARATION

After reaching a consensus on preliminary formats, the project staff had to complete the system
design. Although accounting and operations
agreed to the preliminary formats, the company
had not demonstrated the ability to produce the
reports using actual system data. The main consideration in systems design was to demonstrate
that the reports actually could be produced. This
was done by obtaining simple computer retrievals
and preparing the reports manually before jump17

Table 1
RESPONSIBILITY BUDGETING SYSTEM-MAINTENANCE TOTAL CONTROLLABLE COSTS

Numbers contained in this report are
for illustrative purposes only and do
not reflect actual data.
(Gross $M)
Group 38- Instrumentation

ARCO Oil and Gas Company
Past
5

4

Mo nths
3

2

Cost
1

Current
month

YTD

Y -T -D
budget

Annual
budget

Annual
forecast

Vat. from
forecast

Maintenance hourly labor

147

172

166

154

Direct shop supervision

118

141

130

127

155

156

1240

1320

1980

1860

120

125

134

1001

973

1460

1501

Contract labor

0

21

12

(41)

9

8

11

85

88

132

128

Technical labor

2

2

4

0

3

2

1

14

12

18

21

(3)

Tools

test equipment

1

materials

3

1

0

1

0

0

2

6

6

3
55

5
83

(3)

4

5
45

8

8

68

Equipment rentals
Air charter /freight

15

1
0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

3

3

0

1

0

D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
0

0

0

1
0

1

Contract services

1
0

0

0

Telecommunications

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

&

Parts

&

Cost category

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Catering services

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Data processing

1

1

0

0

0

&

Lubricants, power

fuel

1

1

1

2

0
2

Chemicals

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other controllable cost

1

1

1

2

2

0

311

2396

2457

3687

3595

92

Total controllable
Cos"
Included in the above are

273

347

312

297

296

0

charges to the following AFE's:
393924
490318

1
3

493171

7

590363

4

Total

15

Labor breakdown:
Facility cost centers

131

Shop cost centers

25

Total

156

ing into the formal system proposal. The importance of manual preparation prior to final system
design cannot be overemphasized. Manual preparation was an investment of many man - hours, but
the benefits and insights gained into the accounting system were invaluable.
In the first step in manual report preparation,
the array of account codes and cost centers was
organized into the categories mentioned earlier.
The AOGC accounting system contained over
200 account codes applicable to maintenance costs
at Prudhoe Bay and over 375 active cost centers.
We had to group the account codes under the desired cost categories and the cost centers under
the various facilities at Prudhoe Bay. The account
code table was extremely difficult to build because
it required a knowledge of the type of charges actually being booked to the account. Manual report
preparation tested the validity of both the account
code and the facility tables and brought about
changes in each.
Once the staff prepared manual reports, it presented them to maintenance and operations man18

agement at Prudhoe Bay for final review prior to
developing the formal system proposal. The reports were in preliminary format but contained
actual data. The addition of figures to the formats
gave more meaning and brought about desired
format changes that might not have been caught
until after programming — another benefit of manual report preparation.
FORMAL SYSTEM PROPOSAL

Final format agreement made way for completion of the formal system proposal. Accounting
served as the communication link between operations and systems and programming, defining
management's reporting needs. Prior to programming, accounting, systems, and programming
jointly prepared detailed documents defining formats, purpose, and selection criteria. This step
helped ensure that the programmer and the accountant agreed on the programming approach.
Preparation of the formal proposal led to additional format discussion within accounting. Operations had agreed to the formats it would see, but
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Table 2
RESPONSIBILITY BUDGETING SYSTEM - MAINTENANCE TOTAL CONTROLLABLE COSTS
Numbers contained in this report are
for illustrative purposes only and do
not reflect actual data.

(Gross $Ml
Group 38- Instrumentation

ARCO Oil and Gas Company
Past

Cost category

5

4

30 Field gen equip op

10

5

33 Automation B Communication

37

21

34 Mechanical

26
5

35 Camp maintenance

Cost

Months
3

2

1

Current
month

YTD

Y -T -D
budget

Annual
budget

Annual
forecast

Var. from
forecast

2

7

15

54

60

120

81

39

42

29

35

39

281

420

421

14

32

21

24

27

193

275
190

276

290

(1)
(14)

3

1

4

9

5

35

35

48

53

(5)

7

10

10

11

(11

224

1441

4
-

-

-

-

36 Automotive

16

20

149

150

180

33

41

39

287

290

312

430

11181

28

30

38

238

225

4
1

7
3

6
2

5
3

42
27

40

324
49

357
63

(33)
(141

41

131

2

1

4

16

30
15

38

3

27

24

3

174

145

150

147

170

190

1329

1320

1804

1995

(1911

Facility allocations B indirects

157

131

135

132

153

171

1196

1188

1624

1796

(172)

Total maintenance cost

331

276

285

279

323

361

2525

2508

3428

3791

(363)

45

51

34

43

54

52

363

375

525

544

(19)

286

225

251

236

269

309

2162

2133

2903

3247

13441

15

25

12

19

38 Instrumentation

42

39

25

39 Electrical

29

31

27

40 Vibration
42 Field engineers

5
4

1
3

43 Maintenance support

1

Total controllable
maintenance

-

37 General maintenance

Less: capital cost incl. above
Plus: maintenance PADS labor
FOS maintenance
before clearings

accounting needed additional control reports that
would provide a link to existing accounting data
and aid in analysis. The company designed control reports that would itemize each of the general
categories on the reports (other controllable maintenance, all other facilities, facility allocations and
other indirects). An additional control report captured cost at a more detailed level. Each control
report served as an analytical tool.
As noted earlier, the system and existing accounting data should be linked. Sometimes the desire to computerize accounting may lead to independent projects being completed with different
selection criteria, which results in reports that
don't relate to each other. Although linking to
existing data may limit flexibility, it is much easier
than justifying numbers to accounting and operating management each month. As a result, the
company designed a control report to tie the responsibility accounting system into AOGC's general accounting system.
Preparation and Training
All too often, an elaborate system is carefully
prepared and planned through the final development stages and then the output is handed to operations with the exception that that department
will take it and run with it. Operations managers
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

are efficient but sometimes are unfamiliar with
complex accounting systems.
The Prudhoe Bay field is nearly 700 miles from
Anchorage, AOGC's Alaska region accounting
headquarters. Extensive training over such a large
distance is expensive, but system failure in the advanced developmental stages is more expensive.
Staff members took numerous trips to Prudhoe
Bay during development stages and will take more
trips in the future. The maintenance department
received on -site training at Prudhoe on the use of
PA codes. The PA code became a regular part of
coding on invoices, purchase orders and other
documents that are backup for accounting entries.
Supervisors approving charges and time sheets
learned to review all documents for appropriate
coding.
The second phase of the training took place in
the Anchorage accounting department where coders received instruction in the use of PA codes
on system input documents.
Much of the training effort went to demonstrate
the need for additional coding. This procedure involved more effort for all concerned, so AOGC
minimized resistance by explaining the back ground and evolution of the new system. Finally,
the company made provisions for ongoing train ing to accommodate minor system changes.
19

The System Is Complete
The 18 -month development of AOGC's responsibility accounting system involved these key
steps:

AOGC wanted
to identify costs
at a given level
in order to
generate
decisions
leading to more
efficiency.

1. Problem identification;
2. Analysis of practical concepts including economics and present system rigidity;
3• Review of theoretical concepts: identification
of user, consideration of accounting's involve ment, identification of point of control (source
or terminus), definition of controllable and
noncontrollable costs, segregation of maintenance and operations costs, and determination
of budget responsibility;
4. Development of preliminary formats and systems approach;

5. System design;
6. Training of personnel;
7. Follow -up.
AOGC implemented the system described during the middle of 1979. Training has continued
since late 1977 and will extend over the system's
useful life (the life of the field, we hope). The
framework of the new system provided the format
for the 1979 budget, and the budgeting process
was changed to include the participative interaction required by the system. Based on preliminary
feedback from both operations and accounting,
we expect AOGC's responsibility accounting system to serve its intended purpose.
O
' Maurice Moonitz. The Basic Postulates ojAccounting: Accounting Research Study
Na. 1. AICPA. New York, N.Y.. 1961,
' Louis Goldberg, An Inquiry into the .Nature ojAccounting, American Accounting
Association, Menasha, Wis., 1965.
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RRA —Will It Work?
The most important reason for the SEC's action was its belief
that traditional historical cost accounting did not provide
sufficient information.

By George Walendowski
and Michael A. Diamond
As oil and gas companies issue their annual reports this year, analysts will get their first look at
the implementation of a controversial new accounting concept— Reserve Recognition Accounting. RRA will go public against a background of
the national drive to produce enough energy to
satisfy the nation's needs in the coming decades.
That is why a review of the events that led to the
development of the concept and a discussion of its
prospects are in order.
In December 1977, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board through FAS No. 19 prescribed
the successful efforts method of accounting for oil
and gas companies. Not satisfied with this approach, the Securities & Exchange Commission
issued Accounting Series Release (ASR) No. 253
in August 1978, which allowed oil and gas producers to use either the successful efforts or the
full cost method of accounting. In addition, this
release required the supplemental disclosure of future net revenues from proved oil and gas reserves
regardless of which method of accounting is followed. In response to the SEC's action, the FASB
suspended the effective date for applying the requirements of Statement No. 19.
The SEC cited three reasons for its decision to
overrule the FASB. It felt that: (1) traditional accounting methods fail to provide sufficient infor0 0 2 5 -1 6 9 0 /8 0 /6 1 0 9 -2 7 4 1 /$ 0 1 .0 0 /0

mation on financial position and operating results
of oil and gas producers; (2) information supplemental to primary financial statements is required
to permit assessments of the financial position and
operating results of a company and to permit
comparison of companies engaged in oil and gas
producing activities; and (3) development of an
accounting method based on valuation of proved
oil and gas reserves would provide significant useful information.' Consequently, the Commission
felt that it would be unwarranted to require either
successful efforts or full cost as a uniform method
of accounting.
Perhaps the most important reason for the
Commission's actions was its belief that traditional historical cost accounting did not provide sum cient information about the financial position and
operating results of oil and gas producers. The
SEC considers that reserves are the most important assets of oil and gas companies and feels that
they should be accounted for as such. Interestingly, the Commission used the definition of an asset
found in the FASB's Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 1 as a basis for its conclusions that reserves should be considered as assets
and changes in reserves as earnings.
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Development of Reserve Recognition Accounting
Because the SEC considered that traditional
historical cost -based financial statements did not
communicate relevant information on the assets
Copyright © 1980 by the National Association of Accountants
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tion problems with RRA, and thus felt that it
should be developed in steps. The first step is a
requirement that the present value of future net
revenues from estimated production of proved reserves be disclosed. At first, this disclosure had to
Proved oil and gas reserves as assets in the bal- be made in filings with the Commission (but not
ance sheet;
as part of the financial statements) for fiscal years
2. Additions to proved reserves and changes in ending after December 25, 1978. Because firms
valuation of proved reserves in the income were having data collection problems, the effective
date was moved back to June 30, 1979. Next, the
statement;
3. All costs associated with finding and develop- SEC required that these disclosures be made part
ing additions to proved oil and gas reserves, of the financial statements. This requirement is eftogether with all costs determined to be non- fective for fiscal years ending after December 25,
productive during the current period in the in- 1979. ASR No. 253 requires two major types of
come statement.'
supplemental disclosures. The first is the presentation of estimated net revenues for (1) proved reThus, the method called Reserve Recognition Ac- serves, (2) proved developed reserves, (3) proved
counting (RRA) was created. Its foundation is reserves applicable to long term agreements, and
based on proved oil and gas reserves. Proven re- (4) the firm's share of proved reserves of its invesserves are those which can be reasonably estimat- tees accounted for by the equity method. The type
ed and recovered for commercial use at existing of disclosures envisioned by the SEC is presented
economic and operating levels. The SEC further in Table 1.' The table indicates the disclosure that
elaborated by permitting contractual prices to be should be made of the estimated future net reveused in calculating proved oil and gas reserves, nues for the three years following the statement
but not price adjustments regulated by law.
date with the estimated revenues after three years
shown as a lump sum.
ASR No. 253
The second major type of disclosure required by
The SEC recognized that there are implementa- ASR No. 253 is the presentation of the present
value of the estimated future net revenues. A 10%
discount rate should be used in determining the
Table 1
present value of the future revenues. Table 2 is an
ESTIMATED NET REVENUES FROM
example of how these disclosures should be
PROVED RESOURCES —OIL AND GAS
presented.' This table is similar to Table 1 except
that
it shows the present value of the estimated
as of December 31, 1979
future net revenues. In addition, Table 2 discloses
1980
1981
1982
Remainder
the additions to previous and current years proved
Proved: developed
and undeveloped
SX
S X
X
X
developed and undeveloped reserves.
Proved: developed
Long-term supply
agreements with
foreign governments
(company operated)
Equity investees
(proportional share)
Total

$

$

and earnings activities of oil and gas producers, it
advocated the development and implementation
of a measurement system and accounting method
that reflects:

X

X

X

X

X

X

SX

$ X

X

X

1

RRA SUPPLEMENT AL INC OME STAT EMENT . As
the next step, the SEC issued proposed rules for
the required disclosure of a supplemental earnings
summary prepared on the basis of R RA. The
earnings summary would separate oil and gas
earnings into three major categories.

X

X

X

$X

$X

`

Table 2
PRESENT VALUE—ESTIMATED NET REVENUES
FROM PROVED RESOURCES
1979

X
X

X
X

Equity investees (proportional share)

Y2

X
X

$
$

X

$

$
$

Long-term supply agreements with foreigngovernments (company operated)

$

Proved developed reserves

X
$

Total end of year

$

1978

$

1
;

as of December 31,
Proved developed and undeveloped reserves:
Added in previous years
Added during current year

X
X
X
X

1. Results of current production activities would
reflect the proceeds of current sales and the value of transfers of oil and gas, less current lifting
costs and amortization on a unit -of- production
basis on the aggregate valuation of proved oil
and gas reserves.
2. Results of current exploration and development activities would reflect the valuation of
proved oil and gas reserves added during the
current period as a result of exploration, development, and improved recovery programs, less
the exploration and development costs associated with the proved reserves added or determined to be nonproductive during the current
period.
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RRA. Because of the inherent problems, complexities and uncertainties associated with RRA, the SEC will assess its effect for
at least three years before any additional steps are
taken. During the interim period, oil and gas companies may follow either the successful effort or
full cost method of accounting. However, a supplemental earnings statement based on RRA is required for fiscal years ending after December 25,
1979.
The SEC will permit exemptions from the requirements of RRA for those oil and gas producing companies that are exempt from reporting certain information to the Department of Energy and
those companies engaged in extracting mineral resource assets. The SEC requirements also include
a safe- harbor provision for estimating proven reserves where an oil and gas producing company
cannot be held liable for misleading information
should such estimates prove to be incorrect.
IMPLEMENTATION OF

Differences Between RRA and Traditional
Accounting
The greatest difference between traditional accounting methods and RRA is in the area of revenue recognition. A traditional income statement
based on either successful efforts or full cost
would only include confirmed sales made to outside parties. The supplemental income summary
shown in Table 3, however, also includes as revenue additional to, and revisions of, proved reserves.
The SEC felt that the oil and gas industry is
significantly different from other industries and as
such the traditional realization principle does not
adequately reflect income for oil and gas producers. Two reasons were given to justify an exception to the realization principle. In the first place,
the Commission noted that the earnings process in
the oil and gas industry has discrete moments
based upon the discovery of additional proved reserves or the impairment of reserves. This is significantly different from an enterprise where reveMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

Cost of production:
Lifting costs
Amortization of proved properties

$

XXXX
XXXX

XXXX

$

Revenues from oil and gas:
Sales to outsiders
Transfers

$

Year ended December 31, 19XX

XXXX
XXXX

(XXXX)

Income from producing activities

XXXX

Current additions to proved properties

XXXX

Costs of additions to proved properties
Exploration costs
Development costs

XXXX
XXXX

(XXXX)

Income from current exploration and
development activities

XXXX

Revisions to previous additions to proved properties:
Changes in estimated quantities of proved reserves
Changes in rate of production
Changes to reflect current prices and costs
Holding gains from passage of time

XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

Total revisions
Profit contribution from oil and gas producing
activites before income taxes

XXXX
(XXXX)

Provision for income taxes
Profit contribution from oil and gas producing
activities after income taxes

$

All valuations of oil and gas reserves would be
computed using current prices of oil and gas, current costs of development and production, and a
10% discount rate. Table 3 is an example of the
supplemental disclosures envisioned by the SEC.'

Table 3
SUPPLEMENTAL EARNINGS SUMMARY —
OIL AND GAS PRODUCING ACTIVITIES

$

3. Revisions to valuations would include changes
in valuations of proved oil and gas reserves
added in previous periods as a result of revisions in estimated quantities and production
rates; revisions to reflect changes in the prices
of oil and gas and in the cost of development
and production; and increases in the valuations
resulting from the passage of time as a result of
applying the discounted cash flow method to
valuation.'

XXXX

nue is earned gradually over the entire production
process, and where generally accepted accounting
principles would not allow recognition of any revenue until the sale occurs.
Secondly, the Commission felt that the marketability of oil and gas appears relatively assured
under existing economic conditions of prices at
current or higher levels. The Commission noted a
similarity between oil and gas and other homogeneous units, such as farm products or precious
metals, where revenue is recognized at the completion of production rather than at the point of
sale. Because of these two reasons "the Commission believes that an exception to the principle of
recognizing revenue only upon realization is justified and, moreover, is required to achieve meaningful reporting of assets and earnings. "'
Problems Associated with RRA
There are a number of problems associated with
the development and implementation of RR A.
Some of the more significant ones are discussed
below.
IS INCOME MANIPULATION POSSIBLE?
It is quite likely that RRA can have a significant impact on net earnings, income taxes, and
earnings per share. Earnings can change drastically because of a reevaluation of proved oil and gas
reserves. This conceivably can be a large adjustment, and it can be made a number of times be23

4
i

-

cause of the inaccuracy of initial estimates. Because of the necessity to make estimates of the
future value of proved reserves, the earnings statement can therefore be manipulated to show what
is desired rather than fully reflecting the earnings
of a company.
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member of the Los
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PROBLEMS WITH INTERPERIOD INCOME TAX
ALLOCATION
The Commission recognized that one of the
problems with its supplemental RRA earnings
summary would be the calculation of income taxes. In this respect the Commission appeared to
move away from the deferred method of income
tax allocation which under APB No. 11 is a generally accepted accounting principle. The SEC
noted that "the deferred income tax method,
however, appears inconsistent with the basis of
accounting for the proposed supplemental
earnings summary, in that it does not provide for
adjustment in income tax provisions for changes
in tax rates or for the imposition of new taxes
subsequent to the origination of a timing difference. "' Thus, the SEC appears to favor the liability method which was rejected by the Accounting
Principles Board. In doing so, the SEC is reopening the whole issue of income tax allocation which
was settled over ten years ago.
CLASSIFICATION OF PROVED RESERVES
If proved oil and gas reserves eventually are to
be shown on the balance sheet as assets, should
they be considered current or noncurrent? As reserves are being depleted they could be classified
as current in a manner similar to inventory. On
the other hand, reserves have an expected life of a
number of years which would make them similar
to fixed assets. Thus, it may be more appropriate
to treat oil and gas reserves in the same manner as
the current classification of long -term debt.
PRESENT VALUE ESTIMATES
To a large extent, RRA is based on estimates of
the present value of future revenue flows. Thus, it
is subject to all the criticism leveled against using
discounted future flows for accounting valuation
purposes. For example a question arises as to how
realistic the use of a standard 10% discount rate
would be since equity financing, the cost of borrowing and the extent of risk will vary from one
company to another.
HISTORICAL COST AND ACCOUNTING
UNIFORMITY
Since the SEC has stated its objections to the
traditional historical accounting methods employed by the oil and gas industry, another serious
question arises as to the future of historical cost
accounting for other industries. Will the SEC extend a form of RRA to other transactions and
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other industries? The SEC has partly resolved this
question by stating that it:
1. Affirms its long- standing view that uniform accounting principles should be applied by all
companies to similar events and transactions;
2. Emphasizes that its conclusion to endeavor to
establish an accounting method that will measure assets and earnings in financial statements
on the basis of valuations of proved oil and gas
reserves does not reflect a determination that
the primarily historical cost basis of the present
accounting model should be abandoned in favor of some form of current value accounting.'
However, given the SEC's required disclosure of
replacement cost data and its determination to
stick with these requirements or similar FASB
proposals, it is unclear whether the SEC is, indeed, not determined to develop a current cost based accounting system.
OTHER UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS
There are a number of other unresolved issues
surrounding the use and implementation of RRA.
These are as follows:
1. Will RRA show the risks involved in searching
for oil and gas? They are presently shown in
the successful efforts method as losses are taken
against earnings for unproductive wells.
2. How will RRA disclosures affect multinational
oil companies? Are there political implications
of RRA disclosures?
3. Will RRA have an adverse impact on the competitive position of certain companies?
4. What about other extractive industries? Will
they also eventually be required to adopt
RRA?
Is RRA here to Stay?
Reserve Recognition Accounting, in theory, is a
considerable innovation in the field of accounting
in general and in oil and gas accounting in particular. In practice, however, implementation becomes a difficult and perhaps expensive task. Notwithstanding the SEC's contention that RRA
provides useful information, there is no evidence
that RRA will be of benefit to its users, primarily
the investing public. If the information provided
by RRA is primarily for the benefit of the Department of Energy, perhaps this information should
be provided outside of certified financial statements.
If RRA is adopted, the accountant's role as an
economic predictor will be significantly increased.
This will require the development of new audit
procedures and increased audit exposure, which
will certainly increase audit costs. At the minimum, cost - benefit analysis should be undertaken
before RRA is made mandatory.
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It may be the problems of implementing a mandatory system would outweigh the projected benefits because of the subjectivity of the estimates
inherent in RRA. A voluntary system with
adequate safe harbor provisions might better serve
the needs of all interested parties. Whatever is decided, one thing eventually will have to occur: oil
and gas accounting must have a standard method
of reporting financial position. Without a standard

method of reporting there will be continuous conflict between the government and oil and gas producers, which could lead to unwarranted governmental regulation of the industry.
❑
I. SEC Docket. Volume 15. No. 12 —Part I I I September 10, 1978.
2. Ibid.
3. SEC Release No. 33.5969, August 31, 1978.
4. [bid
5. SEC Docket, OA Cis.
6. SEC. Op. Cit.
7. SEC Docket, Op Cis.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.
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great sales, position,because
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they recruit for."

"I had proven success as a saleswoman and
wanted more. F -O -R -T U -N -E understood my goals,
and presented me with multiple opportunities to
choose from. F- O- R- T -U -N -E had the calibre of client
companies I was looking for. After discussing my
qualifications and alternatives, I chose a new
employer, doubled my territorial sales volume, and
realized my potential as a professional salesperson."
F -O -R -T U -N -E, a comprehensive nationwide
personnel consulting service, can go to work for you.
As specialists, our 40 plus offices will tap the
employment marketplace with recruitment power
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that spans the entire corporate structure: Accounting
& Finance; Sales /Sales Management; Marketing
Management /Services; EDP /MIS; Manufacturing,
Materials, Engineering Management; Personnel &
Industrial Relations Management.
For the F -O -R -T U -N -E office in your area, consult
your local phone directories.
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How One Utility Allocates
Steam Service Costs
Because costs are not the only factor on which rates are based,
utilities must match their costs with their services to determine
the proper rates to charge customers.
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In this day of energy shortages and high energy
costs, businesses and individuals are looking for
alternative sources of power to light homes, run
factories, or heat buildings. The energy crunch
soon may contribute to a "back to the central
city" movement by businesses. As this happens,
the demand for central district heating will increase and costs will rise. Businesses must learn
what causes the increases and who is responsible
for them.
A "cost of service" study can help businesses
find solutions to some ofthese problems. The Detroit Edison Co. has conducted cost of service
studies to help the company and its customers.
Here are the fundamentals of one involving the
study ofsteam as a heating alternative.
Determining Allowable Utility Rates
Central district heating utilities come under the
jurisdiction of state utility commissions, who in
turn decide the rates to charge customers. The
commissions calculate rates to be charged with
the aid of rate base and allowable return on rate
base.
In general, rates are based on costs although
other considerations, such as value of service,
availability of supply,or political considerations,
also may influence them. A cost of service is used
in determining the contribution to income each
0025- 1690/FO/6109- 2756/$01.00/0
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rate class makes under existing and proposed
rates. This service cost also is needed to determine
the revenue requirement necessary to produce an
adequate return on rate base by rate class.
In Michigan, rate base is composed of net plant
plus an amount for working capital. Net plant is
the sum plant in service plus construction work
in progress less depreciation reserve. Working
capital is an allowance for cash, materials and
supplies, fuel, prepayments, and operating expenses. The company supplies this allowance from its
own funds to meet its current obligations as they
arise until it is reimbursed by its customers when
they pay their bills.
Return on rate base or adjusted net operating
income is comprised
revenue less operating and
maintenance expense, depreciation expense, other
taxes expense, and income taxes. Any allowance
for funds used during construction (AFUDC) and
any normalizing adjustments net of income taxes
are added to the remainder.
of

By Russell J. Mayotte

P

What Is Central District Steam Heating?
A central district steam heating system is comprised of plant and facilities designed to produce
and distribute the steam utility service to customers located within the service area. Classes of service vary over a wide range with respect to time of
use, quantities ofsteam taken, and the maximum
rate of consumption (demand).
Because ofthe broad similarities in character of
Copyright © 1980 by the National Association of Accountants

use by various groups of customers, utility operations classify customers into categories or rate
classes: domestic, general service, industrial, and
unmetered. These classifications generally relate
to the end use of the service and the size of customers, which results in the grouping together of
customers that have similar utilization characteristics. Thus, the differences between customers are
narrowed within the respective groups.
Most of the facilities of a central district steam
heating system are installed for and used jointly in
supplying steam to all customers. For this reason,
the utility system and associated operating expenses and capital costs are controlled by the
combined group characteristics of the utility's
customers. This condition makes it necessary to
adopt somewhat complex allocation procedures in
order to arrive at reasonable assignments of "costs
of service" to the several service classifications.
"Cost of service" includes all elements of cost.
Total costs may be segregated into the following
categories:

into the four final classifications of demand,
energy or commodity, customer, and direct assignment. It also involves a study of the characteristics of each class of service to determine the
number of customers, the amount of energy or
steam delivered in thousands of pounds, and the
simultaneous demands at the time of the maximum or highest load on the system. This highest
load is referred to as the annual system peak load.

COST COMPONENTS
It is important to consider the types of costs
incurred in rendering a central district steam heating service. Figure 1 shows the types of costs to be
considered and the order in which they should be
studied.
It is necessary to consider the behavior of costs
under the various operating conditions in order to
determine the nature of costs so that the utility
can establish realistic bases for the allocation or
assignment of the functional costs to the basic
classifications and the subsequent allocation of
such cost classifications to classes of service.
The total cost of a district steam heating utility
1. Operating and maintenance expenses, which
operation
is comprised of the following types of
include all expenditures for fuel, labor, services, employee benefits, insurance, rents, main- costs:
tenance materials, and office supplies.
1. Fixed Costs include both capital and operating
2. Fixed costs, which include:
costs. They are controlled by the size and exa. All charges properly incurred or accrued by
tent of plant and do not vary significantly with
investment in plant and working capital.
These costs include return on investment
output.
2. Variable Costs include fuel and other consumaand accruals for depreciation reserve.
ble goods used in the production of steam. Cerb. Income taxes (federal, state and local).
tain variable labor expenses also may be includc. Other taxes, which include all of the various
ed in this category, such as coal - handling labor.
types of taxes other than income taxes imThese costs vary significantly with output.
posed upon a business operation by the various taxing authorities, such as property, social security taxes and the like.
COST FUNCTIONS
The types of costs just described must be classified
by the following major functions:
The various operating and maintenance expenses
are segregated and reported by broad functional
groups, and within such groups, by appropriate 1. Production costs include the costs of running
and maintaining the production facilities plus
subdivisions shown in Table 1.
the costs of energy used to make steam.
Because of the nature of central district steam
heating operations, the segregation of operating 2. Distribution costs include the operation and
maintenance labor and material necessary to
and maintenance expenses by functional groups
maintain the tunnels, mains, and services.
(such as production, distribution mains and serv3.
Customer costs include the cost of maintaining
ices, meters, customer accounting and billing)
the metering devices, meter reading, customer
does not provide a direct means of assigning or
billing, and accounting.
allocating these costs to the various classes of
4. Administrative and General costs include the
service in the proper amounts.
cost of maintaining the office personnel, penAnalyzing Steam Heating Costs
sion benefits insurance, regulatory commission
expense, and similar items.
In my opinion the cost of district steam heating
service depends upon the quantity and quality of
steam delivered, the number of customers served, COST SUBFUNCTIONS
Once the fixed and variable costs are deterand the maximum steam demand (usually measured on a one -hour basis). An analysis for rate - mined and classified by major function, they are
making purposes, therefore, involves the separa- analyzed as to their subfunctions, if one exists.
tion of operating expenses and investment charges Here the terms "industrial" and "joint use" are
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1980

The cost of
district steam
heating service
depends upon
the quality and
quantity of
steam
delivered,
number of
customers, and
maximum
steam demand.
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Figure 1
FLOW OF DISTRICT HEATING UTILITY COSTS
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COSTS
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Demand

Direct!
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Com m o iq

Demand

D/rect
assignment

Customer

used. "Industrial" relates to investment and expense being directly assigned to a specific industrial customer, if one exists. The term "joint use"
refers to investment and expenses of customers on
the general distribution system. The "joint use"
dollars are allocated to rate classes rather than
being assigned directly. The next step is allocating
these costs to the basic classifications of demand,
commodity, customer, or direct assignment.
1. Demand (Capacity): The size or capacity of
production and distribution facilities is a direct
function of the load imposed upon these facilities by the various classes of service. Some
classes of service, however, may share in the
demand responsibility for one or more of the
several plant components. The capacities and
associated fixed and operating costs of the various classes of service are directly related to the
maximum demand on the system.
2. Commodity (Pounds of Steam): The total quantity of steam produced controls the quantity of
consumable goods (such as fuel) used in producing the required service. The commodity element of costs should be allocated to classes of
service on the basis of their utilization of steam.
3. Customer Costs: A portion of both capital and
operating costs is a function of the number of
customers served. The allocation or assignment
of costs to the classes of service should be made
in proportion to the number of customers
served in each class.
4. Directly Assignable Costs. These are costs
which can be traced to a particular class of
28

Customer

Demand

i Customer

service or individual customer.
The types of costs just described provide the
basis by which most functional costs, both capital
and operating, are distributed in an allocation. A
number of costs, however, cannot be assigned directly. They must be segregated on a formulistic
basis or assigned based upon experience.
Certain other expenses and costs can be allocated only after all basic costs have been apportioned. For example, administrative and general
expense —labor related is allocated to class of
service based on the sum of the total labor expense
allocated to classes of service.
Allocating Investment and Costs
The objective of the allocation procedure is to
allocate the principal investment and costs to the
respective classes of service based upon the class's
apparent responsibility for investment and the incurrence of each of these costs. Developing the
allocation procedure involves the allocation of investment, depreciation reserve, working capital,
and allocation of expenses. Because much of the
expense allocation to classes is based on the investment in each class, it is necessary to allocate
the investment and investment- related charges
first.
Investment Allocation Procedure
The analysis of investment, both plant -in -service and work -in- progress, starts with the account
detail on Table 2, which would be taken from the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

company records, as would the functional breakdown of plant accounts. At this point miscellaneous construction expenditures, Account No.
476H, have been distributed to all functions.
Table 2 also shows the investments classified by
subfunction. In some instances an account may
serve more than one subfunction. If this is the
case, the investment should be shown separately.
Table 3, Plant -in- Service, demonstrates how this
is shown for tunnels and lighting and tunnel
mains. A portion of both of these functions serves
an industrial customer and a small group of other
customers, so the specific investment relating to
the description "A -1 Feeder" was determined and
shown separately. The amount of this investment
relating to the industrial customers was calculated
from plant records. The balance of the A -1 Feeder- related investment was assigned to the joint -use
customers. A -1 Feeder is a line designation number only. The same breakdown can be applied to
construction work in progress. The subfunctional
components shown in Table 3 then are allocated
to classes of service shown in Table 4 using sample allocation schedules shown in Table 5 (not all
inclusive).
ACCUMULATED PROVISION FOR DEPRECIATION
RESERVE
Accumulated provision for depreciation reserve
account balances is taken from the company records. Depreciation reserve is derived from functionalized plant, so the reserve balance of each
account is prorated to the subfunctional categories
in the same ratio as the plant investment. See the
total column in Table 6. When this process has
been accomplished, it is only a matter of assigning
the reserve on direct investment to the appropriate class and allocating the balance of the reserve
on joint -use facilities to rate classes by an appropriate allocation schedule.
WORKING CAPITAL ALLOWANCE
An important part of rate base is working capital. Working capital consists of a 13 -month average of cash, materials and supplies, fuel inventory,
and prepayments relating to the district steam
heating business. An allowance representing 45
days' operating and maintenance expense
(121/ 2% ) of the district steam heating business
also is added. These items are partially offset by
accrued income taxes and property taxes on the
books of the company for the test period in question. Once the totals of each item have been determined they are allocated to rate classes by the
appropriate schedules.

er billing expense, and the like) are analyzed and
allocated or assigned directly to subfunctional
classifications such as production demand, production commodity, tunnels, tunnel mains, street
mains, meters, customer billing, customer service,
and administrative and general. See Table 7 for
examples. (Because of lack of space, all author's
schedules are not included.) The subfunctional
components then are allocated to the appropriate
expense accounts.
Allocation schedules include the following
types of allocation factors. See Table 5 for examples.
Table 1
CENTRAL HEATNG EXPENSES BY MAJOR CLASSIFICATION
W ork order
series no."

700

PRODUCTION
Supervision and e ngine ering

701

Fuel

702

Steam expense

703

Steam from o ther sources

706
707

Rents

Misc. ste am p ower expe nses
Mainte nance of struc tures

711
712

Maintenance of boilers
DISTRIBUTION

780

Distribution expenses- supervision and engineering

784

Underground lines e xpense

786

Meter e xpense

787

Customer installatio ns expense

788

Miscellaneous distrib ution e xpense

794

Mai nt e na nc e o f und e r g ro un d l in e s

797
803

Mainte nance of meters
Custome r accounting, collec tio n and b illing

804

Uncollectib le acc ounts
GENERAL

820

Administrative and general exp enses

824

Property insurance

825
826

Injurie s and d amages
Employee pensions

833

Depreciation expense

834

Taxes other than inco me

These numbers are 200 greater than those used in the F ederal Energy
Regulatory Commission T ERCI un iform sy stem of accounts

eHaHCa Of undef9f oona lines
t i --e s N _ i Nlatnt
Se -_
r 4)
( 991
A
'

of Indust"
Is and relate
Mainte ^sHcm eiHt °f tunnels

no

Repair a ^d11 seiaciae_ s t t r
W
RaPau
eeov 1 steam
Ties—�accrue�and�mains
leaks
d
79

97
2
72

Expense Allocation Procedure
Operating and maintenance expense allocation
is a comparatively complex procedure by which
functional costs (production, distribution, customMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980
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Energy Allocation Factors- Energy - classified
costs are allocated to the class of service on the
basis of their respective energy consumption after
Table 2
HYPOTHETICAL BREAKDOWN CENTRAL HEATING PLANT
INVESTMENT BY ACCOUNT
Accou n t
no. '

&

470A
471A
4718
472A
473A
4738
474A
475A
476H

Total

820,000
150,000
4,920,000
24,410,000
17,350,000
1,810,000
390,000
35,000
165,000

Wo rk i n
p rog ress

S

$50,000,000

T ota l
plan t
$

Land
land rights
Imp ro vem ents to land
Buildings
Ste am prod. eq uipme nt
Steam dist. sys tem
Services
Meters
Mis c. eq uipme nt
Mis c. c ontt. expe nd itures

Plan t in
ser vi ce

$

Hea tin g p la n t

1,000
150,000
25,000
10,000
5,000
9,000

820,000
150,000
4,921,000
24,560,000
17,375,000
1,820,000
395,000
35,000
174,000

$200,000 $50,200,000

CENTRAL HEATING PLANT INVESTMENT IN SERVICE'
F u n c tio n a l b re a kd ow n

S u b f u n ct io n a l b r ea kd ow n

Prod uction
Land £ t land rights
Imp ro vem ents to land
Build ings
Ste am pro duc tio n e quip.

Prod uction
Tunne ls B lighting
joint use
Tunnel m ains, jo int use
Tunnels 13 lighting
industrial
Tunnel m ains, indus trial
Stre et mains, joint use
Services, joint use
Mete rs, joint use
Stree t mains, industrial
Services, industrial
Meters, industrial

Total dis tribution

833,000
593,000
942,000
16,000
14,949,000
1,801,000
390,000
36,000
$19,560,000

Total heating plant

$50,000,000

Total production

$

823,000
153,000
4,935,000
24,529,000
$30,440,000

$30,440
1,051
948
375

&

Tunnels
lig hting
Tunnel, ind us trial
Tunnel mains
Tunnel m ains, indus trial
Stre et m ains
Services
Meters
Mis c. eq uipme nt

$

Dis tributio n s ystem
10

14,738
1,749
424
211
52
2

Total

$50,000

'Assigned by the plant accounting department.
'Miscellaneous construction expenditures, account 476H is distributed.

adjustments for system losses.
Customer Allocation Factors-Customer- classified costs are allocated to the classes based upon
the number of customers in the respective classes.
A company may use either weighted or unweighted customer allocation factors.
Demand Allocation Factors- Demand - classified
costs are allocated to the classes of service on the
basis of their respective responsibility for the capacity of the steam system.
Specific Investment or Expense Allocation Factors are used when demand, energy, or customer
allocation factors are not applicable.
For easy identification, a company should establish allocation schedules by series. My company uses the 100 series when allocating to rate
classes based on energy or steam sales. The 200
series is used when demand allocations are required. The 300 series is used when allocating the
number of customers or the amount of meter investment in each class. The 500 series is plant investment -based allocation schedules, while the
600 series schedules are expense based. The 700
series is used to allocate taxes. Any numbering
system can be used as a matter of personal choice.
In my company, the 100 and 200 series allocation schedules are prepared in advance by a load
study group or department. The remaining 300,
500, 600, and 700 series are calculated from the
cost of service data as the study progresses.
Depreciation expense is calculated by plant account so that it is on the same functional basis of
production (such as distribution, meters) as plant
investment. Because depreciation is derived from
investment on a functional basis, we can reason
that it also is derived from investment on a sub-

T able 3
CE NT RAL HE AT ING -P LANT IN S E RV ICE , Y E AR E NDING DE C. 31 ON 000's)

Production
Land and land rights470A
Improvement-land1471A
Buildings 471 B
Steam prod. equip. 472A
Total production

&

&

Distribution
Tunnels lighting
joint use 473A
Tunnels lighting
A -1 feeder
Tunnel mains joint use
Tunnel mainsA -1 feeder
Street mains
Services 4738
Meters 474A
Misc. equipment475A

30

Total
Join t u se
Indu strial
plant in
Tun nels & Tu nn el Tu n nels &
Tunnel
service Prod uct.
ligh ting
ma in s
lig hting
ma in s
823
153
4,935
24,529

823
153
4,935
24,529

30,440

30.440

833

833

593

218

942
16
14,949
1,801
390
3 6

Total distribution

19,559

Total heating

50,000

Ind ustrial
S treet
ma in s

S ervices

Join t u se
M eters

S treet
ma in s

S ervices

375
942
6

10
211

14,738
52

1,749
2

30,440

M eters

388
36

1,051

948

375

10

211

52

2

14,738

1,749

424

1,051

948

375

10

211

52

2

14,738

1,749

424
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Table 4
CENTRAL HEATING -PLANT IN SERVICE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31 (IN 000's)
Allocation
schedule

Total

Domestic

General service
Block
Demand Unm etered

200

30,440

849

3,613

24.064

244

201

1,051
375
948
10
14,738
211
1,749
52
424
2

31

132

879

9

28

119

793

8

435

1,849

1 2,330

124

In dustrial

Production
1,650

Distribution

Heating plant -joint use
1470A 472A1
Steam distribution system 473A
Tunnels 8 lighting joint use
Tunnels 8 lighting industrial
Tunnel mains joint use
Tunnel mains industrial
Street maims joint use
Street mains industrial
Services joint use 4738
Services industrial
Meters joint use 474A
Meters industrial

201
201
201

375
10
211
52

219

1,463

15

7

267

150
156

650

400

2,300

52
2

Total distribution

19,560

553

2,586

15,615

Total heating investment in service

50,000

1,402

6,199

39,699

Table 5
STEA M HE ATIN G DE PARTMENT - ALLOCATION SCHEDULES YEAR ENDING DEC. 31,
Allocation
schedule

General service
Demand Unm etered
Block

Deprecia Lion
expense is
calculated by
plant account
so that it is on
the same
functional basls
of production
as plant
I nvestment.

Industrial

Total

Domestic

5,000,000
788,249

121,000
19,075

495,000
78,036

3,956,000
623,663

27,500
4,336

400,500
63,139

5,788,249
100.00

140,075
2.42

573,036
9.90

4,579,663
79.12

31,836
0.55

463,639
8.01

1,482
200

41
6

176
26

1,173
174

12
2

80
12

200

1,702
100.00

47
2.79

202
1127

1,347
79.12

14
0.80

92
5.42

201

1,610
100.00

47
2.95

202
12.55

1,347
83.66

14
.84

Steam output at point
of plant sendout (Mlbs.l
adjusted

Total
sales
Losses and company use
sendout

Plant
of total
%

100

@

contribution

demand

System
at time of
system peak (Mlbs.lhr.)
to sytern peak
Class
(1 - 100800) at meter
Losses and company use

%

Demand at point of plant sendout
of total
demand

System
at time of system
pack (Mlbs.lhr.l excl. industrial

%

Demand

at point of sendout
of total

Table 6
CENTR AL H EATING- DEPR ECIA TION RESERVE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, (IN 000's)
Allocation
Schedule

Total

Domestic

General Service
Dem and Unm etered
Block

200

8,357

233

992

6,61;

67

201

371
265
420
7
6.586
91
781
23
298
1

11

47

310

3

12

53

351

4

194

827

5.510

55

23

98

653

1

5

186

107

8,843

245

1,211

_6,931

69

387

17,200

478

2,203

13.543

136

840

Industrial

Production
Heating plant

453

Distribution
Steam distribution system 473A

Tunnel

Tunnels 8 lighting joint use
Tunnels 8 lighting industrial
mains joint use
Tunnel mains industrial
Street mains joint use
Street mains industrial
Services joint use 473E
Services industrial
Meters 8 misc. joint use 474A 8 475A
Meters industrial 474A

201
201
201

Total distribution

7
91
23
I

.

Total heating depreciation reserve

265
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Are you giving your clients
slow answers to quick questions?
the ways your Bell Telephone
calling before you pick up the phone.
Company can help you run a more
You can even set up conprofessional operation.
ference calls within your office at
Here's another example. You're the touch of a button.
conducting an audit. You're trying
There's more to Com Key systo settle a question
tems. More time - saving features.
between a client and
More ways to enhance your proa supplier. Instead of
fessional image and improve client
calling the client, the
relationships.
supplier, the client,
Plus, they're backed by the
etc., etc., you make a
largest and most experienced service
conference call. You can
department in the business.
_,
talk to two parties
simultaneously. And
they can talk to each
Your Bell Telephone Company
other.
Issues
are settled when they
has a way you can consult with
arise. With just one phone call
your clients and your files
instead of many. And without
at the same time.
operator assistance.
Improving efficiency.
You're on the phone with an
important client. He needs a quick
When Com Key is combined
answer about his last year's tax
with Western Electric's Touch-areturn. It's in your cabinet, so
matic* dialer, there are even more
you have to discontinue your contime - saving features available.
versation while you pull out his
For instance, think of all the
return. He's kept waiting. And you
telephone numbers you have to dial
look a little unprofessional.
many times during the course of a
Now there's a phone system
business day. The IRS, your regumade by Western Electric that lets
lar clients, computer services, etc.,
tu ti 5 o. . V4f.
etc. That used to
you hold a phone conHone
�
R hk ng .. •
mean looking up
versation without
Peggy's
of fic e
I
the number, busy
holding the phone.
signals —a lot of
Your hands are free
bl Mr. Al be rt
Mt
wasted time. Now
to consult files or
T
you can just press
take notes while
C „ �n„
.F
Colon
a button and you're
you're talking to your
client.
in instant contact
Or say you're in
with whomever you
a meeting when a
wish. Up to 31
Data Center
client calls. You want
numbers can be proCh ic ag o of fi c —
grammed into the
your colleagues to
hear what's said. You
phone. 31 numbers
I,
push a button Now
you'll never have to
Return calls at
look up and dial
everyone can hear.
the push of a button.
again.
Important informaThe Com Key system can also
tion doesn't have to be repeated.
Your colleagues can also loin in
help you organize your internal
communications. So your secrethe conversation.
Speakerphone is just one option tary can announce calls
even if you're on the phone.
of the Com Key* phone system by
�
And you know who's
Western Electric. It's just one of
Ul�

*Trademark of AT &T Co.

Stores up to 31
frequently dialed numb ers.

And when it comes to making
phone systems, nobody knows more
than Western Electric. We've been
making telephones that America's
depended on for 95 years.
Tailored to your needs.
No matter what size your
practice is, your Bell Telephone
Company can tailor a communications system to fit your individual
needs with just the features you
want. Touch -a -matic (automatic
dialing) and Speakerphone (hands free calling) features are available
separately. There are even flexible
payment plans to suit your budget.
To find out what the right
system is for your practice, call
your Bell Telephone Company.
You'll end up with more
than a better business phone
system. You'll end up with
a better business.

Table 7
FUNCTIONALIZATION OF CENTRAL HEATING DEPT. EXPENSES
Industrial
Joint use
Street m ains
Labor
Total
Labor
Total
784
786

Costs for rate making
purposes are
costs at an
instant in time,
as in taking a
snapshot.

787
788
794

Patrol steam mains
Meters:
Industrial
Other
Customer installation expense
Miscellaneous distribution expense
Maintenance underground lines:
tunnels
steam mains
tunnel mains
instruments
industrial steam system
Primary reduced valves
Sub -total
Redistribution tools B transp. acct,

797

Sub -total 794

2

4

162

Industrial
Other
Services
Labor
Total
Labor
Total

256

1

1

1

1

1

1

20

31

20

31

2

2

22

33

1

1

2

4

5

46

137

15

15

2

2

5

7

63

154

2

2

1B

37

7

9

81

191

1

1

9

13

243

448

2

2

1

1

30

31

10

14

273

479

Maintenance of meters:
Maintenance of other meters
Total 797
Subtotal distribution
Supervision

&

780

engineering

Total distribution

functional basis, such as production, tunnels, tunnel mains, street mains, and the like. Depreciation
expense is directly assigned or allocated to rate
classes using the appropriate allocation schedules,
whichever the situation dictates.
Taxes other than income include both plant and
labor - related items. Property taxes are allocated
to rate classes based on an allocation schedule
which has plant investment as its basis. Social security and unemployment taxes are allocated to
classes of service based on the direct labor expense
in each class. This is derived from the direct labor
schedule. The state tax, which in Michigan is the
single business tax, is allocated to classes based on
the state single business tax base calculated in accordance with the Michigan state formula.

2

2

Direct labor expense is reported on a functional
basis, then analyzed and allocated or assigned to
subfunctional components in the same manner as
total operating and maintenance expenses. Direct
labor then is allocated to classes of service using
the proper allocation schedules.
Adjustments
The cost of service is part of the rate - making
process. Costs for rate - making purposes are costs
at an instant in time, as in taking a snapshot.
Thus, the words "test year" are used. Test -year
costs are costs that are assumed to be effective for
the whole 12 -month period. If a historic year is
used, it must be adjusted for changes and abnormal situations to reflect future normal costs.

Table 8
CENTRAL HEATING—INCOME TAX YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, (IN 000's)

Sub -total deductions

500
500
500

Domestic

Unm etered

Industrial

35,000

900

4,100

27,355

245

2,400

29,000
1,000
2,000
900
10
10

721
30
48
25

3,222
122
279
112
2
_
2

22,749
791
1,577
715
7
7

210
7
15
7

2,098
50
81
41
1
1

32,920

824
76
2

3,739
361
12

25,846
1,509
79

239

2,272

6
-0-

128
7

74
34

349

1,430

161

658

6
3

121
55

2,080
100

Taxable income
Net federal provision tax

1,980
@

Operating income
Less: schedule "M" deductions'
46%

911

-

Operating revenues
Less:
Operating Fr maint. expense
Depreciation expenses
Taxes other than F.I.T
Interest long term
Interest short term
A.F.U.D.C.

General service
Block
Dem and

Total

-

Allocation
schedule

'From company financial statements.
'Details nor shown in this study.
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creased, or normalized, to reflect year -end conditions. If coal prices are higher at year -end, the fuel
expense must be increased, or normalized, to reflect year -end prices,

YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, (IN 000's)
Industrial
Other
Maters
Labor
Total
Labor
Total

56

Custom er
service
Labor
Total

Figuring the Taxes

58
I(A

9

97

19
19 9

s
65

77

8

8

73

85

104

97
t1

104

108

Normalization adjustments are used through a
series of adjustments in reported revenue, expenses, and capital costs when there is a material
deviation from the normal trends or operating
conditions of the district steam heating business.
If labor rates are higher at year -end, the expense
of the earlier portions of the year must be in-

After expenses and revenues have been analyzed, the income tax is calculated. The first step
is to calculate the tax for the total steam business.
When this is complete, each item of the calculation must, in turn, be allocated or assigned to
classes of service. This is done by means of an
income tax work sheet shown in Table 8. The
computation will yield the net federal provision
for the test year. The other portions of the income
taxes taken from the books of the compan y namely, deferred income taxes, investment tax
credit adjustment, and such -also must be allocated to each class of service using appropriate
allocation schedules,
After the analysis by rate class of plant investment, depreciation reserve, and working capital is
completed, a rate base by rate class can be developed on the summary page examples shown in
Table 9. Plant -in- service, plus construction work in- progress, less depreciation reserve, equals net
plant. Net plant plus working capital equals rate
base.
Revenue as billed is detailed by rate class. The
operating and maintenance expenses, depreciation
expense, other taxes, and income taxes are deducted from the billed revenues. The net result is re-

Income tax
must be
allocated to
each class of
service using
appropriate
allocation
schedules.

Table 9
CENTRAL HEATING - HYPOTHETICAL SUMMARY, RATE BASE AND RATE OF RETURN
BY CLASS YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, ON 000's)
Total
steam

Domestic

Block

Demand

Open -end

Industrial

1,402
6

6,199
25

36,699
162

400
1

2,300
6

50,200
17,200

1,408
478

6,224
2,203

39,861
13,543

401
136

2,306
840

33,000
4,300

930
114

4,021
642

26,318
3,236

265
70

1,466
238

37,300

1,044

4,663

29,554

335

1,704

Revenue (as billed)
Deduct:
Operation f3 maint. expense
Depreciation
Taxes other than income
Income taxes'

35,000

900

4,100

27,355

245

2,400

29,000
1,000
2,000
968

721
30
48
35

3,221
122
279
173

22,749
791
1,577
703

210
7
15
1

2,099
50
81
56

Total expenses
Operating income

32,968
2,032

834
66

3,795
305

25,820
1,535

233
12

2,286
114

15
0

1
0

2
0

12
0

0
0

0
0

2,047
5.49%

67
6.42%

307

1,547

12

6.58%

5.23%

3.58%

114
6.69%

3,357

94

1,310
2,484

27
51

420
113

2,660
1,113

30
18

153
39

214

2,110

34

73

50,000
20_0

Total utility plant
Less depreciation reserve
Net plant
Add working capital

_

Plant in service
Work in progess

Rate base

A.F.U.D.C. (allocation schedule)
Annualizing adjustments
Nei operating income

Income deficiency
Revenue deficiency

@

@

%

rate of return
Return
9.00%
1.896

'Normally calculated income taxes will not agree with the amount of F I
booked. Allocation
schedule 700 is used to allocate booked F .I T when there is a difference.
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ported as operating income. To this is added any
100.00%
Income Before Tax
allowance for funds used during construction
2.35
State Tax @ 2.35%
(AFUDC) and the normalizing adjustments —net
97.65
of income tax (both state and federal). If the sum
44.92
Federal Income Tax @ 46%
of the adjustments is negative, net operating in52.73%
Net Income
come will be reduced. If the sum of the adjustments is positive, net operating income will be inRevenue Conversion Factor -100.00 = 1.896
creased.
52.73
The following formula determines the return on
rate base in total and by rate class:
Cost Procedure Is Complex
Adj. Net Operating Income

= Rate of Return

Rate Base
If a 9% rate of return is required, then 9% times
the rate base for each rate class will show the required return on each rate class. If the adjusted
net operating income is not as great as the required return, then the difference between these
must be added to the income deficiency to determine revenue deficiency. One way to do this is to
multiply the income deficiency by a revenue conversion factor to calculate the revenue deficiency.
If the federal income tax rate is 46% and the state
tax rate is 2.35 %, as in Michigan, then the revenue conversion factor would be calculated as follows:

The allocation of utility costs of serving each
class of service is relatively complex. Even where
the utility determines that a complex and detailed
allocation is required, there is considerable variation of opinion within the industry as to the methods used in performing such allocations. Nevertheless, most people agree that no matter how any
one utility allocates costs, the costs it assigns to
each class of service must bear a relationship to
the other classes and thus provide a basis of comparison of revenue and expenses. Although a determination of costs to serve any class provides
valuable information for management, these costs
are only one factor in determining rates. Other
factors previously mentioned will vary from company to company and from jurisdiction to jurisdiction depending on local circumstances.

•

Speake rs:
David Mosso, Financial Accounting Standards Board
Harold E. Arnett, Professor, University of Michigan
9 Stanley M. Hunt, Assistant Controller
Director of Corporate
Accounting, General Mills, Inc.
J.F. Dane, Inventory Valuations Manager, General Mills, Inc.
Thomas A. Ratcliffe, Professor, Texas Tech University
9
B. Clare Harris, Assistant Controller, Monsanto Company

Several prominent authorities
will analyze current cost and
constant dollar accounting and
how to app ly FAS NO. 33.
Register now and learn firsthand the latest thinking on
this timely and controversial
subject that will affect your
company's bottom line in the
years to come.
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•
•

New York on January 8, was
highly successful. The
conference is being offered
again for those unable to
attend the first one.

&

•

NAA's first conference on

FAS NO. 33, given in

Chairman: Donald E. Keller, NAA Director of Technical Services
Location: The Palmer House, 17 E. Monroe St., Chicago, IL 60690
Time: Tuesday, May 6, 1980 -9:00 AM to 4:45 PM
Cost: $100 (includes Luncheon and Technical Materials)
Registration: Call /write NAA Registrar today at 212/754.9758
or Nationa l Associat ion of Acc ountants,
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 33, "Financial Reporting
and Changing Prices"
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Records Management for
Pollution Abatement Programs:
Meeting EPA Requirements
The objective of records management is to establish a mechanism
through which data becomes information.

By James A. Jensen and H. Gary Larson
Records management is a relatively new discipline
as far as its formal recognition as a separate business practice is concerned. The origins of records
management stem from library science and traditional office filing methods. These building blocks
of records management were significantly influenced, beginning in the 1950's, by three key events
that have compounded since that time to solidify
the discipline of records management. The three
events are: the emergence of electronic data processing; the proliferation of federal and state programs for funding or controlling local government
and private business activities; and the advent of
microfilm and microfiche to deal with the "paperwork explosion" created by the two other events.
Figure 1 presents a comparison of selected features across the three disciplines of library science, traditional office filing methods, and records
management.
The key conclusions evident from the comparison of the features is that records management:
• deals with a greater variety of documents;
• typically involves more state -of -the -art technology such as electronic data processing and
micrographics;
0025.1690/80/6109. 2805/$01.00/0

typically requires specially developed codes for
document identification and filing. Such
codes enable subsequent retrieval of information by multiple avenues.
Records Management: Objective
In spite of the features which distinguish records management from the disciplines of library
science and office filing methods, all three disciplines share a common objective. This objective is
to establish control over the filing of documents so
that they can be efficiently retrieved when needed.
In essence, the objective is to establish a mechanism through which data becomes information.
Pollution abatement programs are, fundamentally, multi -year planning, engineering design, and
construction efforts. The general nature of these
programs produces a number of document control
and information retrieval needs, including:
Type of Documents Managed. Pollution abatement programs generate large volumes of both
typical and atypical documents that present critical control problems. A part of this problem is
the sheer volume of documents created over funding steps which can span a decade or more.
The second part of this program is the physical
variety of documents. The variety ranges from
routine correspondence, published studies, reports
Copyright i 1980 by the National Association of Accountants
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and contractual documents in standard media and
sizes —to include also nonstandard documents
such as drawings, maps, surveys, photographs and
the like.

Filing /Retrieval Method and Retrieval Avenues.

H. Gary Larson is a
principal, management
advisory services In the
Seattle office of Price
Waterhouse & Co. He
has a B.A. degree in
mathematics from the
University of
Washington.

Pollution abatement programs generate the need
for multiple retrieval avenues for obtaining, or
"linking together" the broad scope of documents
identified above. Some of these retrieval avenues
are:
1. The need to retrieve all documents of a particu-

lar type within a given funding step (vertical
linkage). For example, an audit for Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) compliance
requires retrieval of the affirmative action plans
of all Step 3 construction contractors.
2. The need during later funding steps to retrieve

`foundation documents" created in earlier
funding steps (horizontal linkage). For example,
a problem occurs during construction (Step 3)
which requires retrieval of the facilities plan in
order to determine which alternatives were
studied related to the problem (at Step 1).
3. The need to retrieve all documents ofa particu-

lar type across various projects within one or
more funding steps (depth -wise linkage). For
example, quality control problems emerge with
a particular engineering firm. This requires retrieval of all design drawings produced by the

firm for all projects awarded to the firm during
Step 2.
4. The need to retrieve a specific document based

on limited knowledge about the document (pinpoint linkage). For example, statistical analysis
of survey data is required. The employee doing
the analysis recalls a unique approach used several years ago by another person who has since
left the organization. Retrieval of the other person's calculations and notes is required but all
that is known is the author, approximate date
the documents were created, and that the subject of the analysis was rainfall data.

Document Identification Through a Custom -Designed Coding Format. Pollution abatement programs are accountable not only for the EPA funds
and local dollars expended, but also for the documentation related to expenditure of these funds.
This requirement is established by EPA in a manner that encourages the use of a custom - designed
coding format for document identification and filing purposes:
"Every entry in the grantee's accounting
records must be supported by appropriate
documentation. This could be documentation generated from outside the grantee's offi ce . .. In many cases, several documents
will support a single transaction. For in-

Figure 1
COMPARING: LIBRARY SCIENCE, TRADITIONAL OFFICE FILING,
RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Feat ure

Documents managed

Document
identification

Filingiretrieval
method and retrieval
avenues

Applicable
technology

Library
science
Predominantly bound
documents (books
and periodicals)

Standard format,
Dewey Decimal,
Library of Congress

Manuel (by author,
subject, and title!

Extensive indexlcross
reference cards.
Microfilmlfic he for

Traditional
office filing
methods
Predominantly
unbound documents
in standard sizes
(routine correspondence)

Typically none

Manuel (by author,
y
subject or client/
vendor!

Index tabs; limited
cross reference cards

archival records

pretiftoHer
Requisite skills

Idegree
Library science
c el
experient equivalent

Records
management
Bound, unbound and
atypical: standard
size and unique

Custom designed
formats

Manual or automated.
Extensive and multiple
retrieval avenues
needed
Microfilmlfiche.
Frequently computer
assisted retrieval

Idegree
Recordsor
management
certification).
Baeic clerical skills

EDP background
desirable
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it might be supported by requests
stance
... progress reports, and progress
for proposals,
payments ... This requires a good filing sys-

tem based on reference codes for each entry
and related document. The coding system
used should allow one to trace any transaction on the grantees books directly to supporting documentation and vice versa."'
Coordinating Records Control
with Financial Control
From the above, it is clear that the application
of records management to pollution abatement
programs could proceed along two alternative
paths:
I. The coding format used for document identifi-

cation and filing can be developed independent
of the accounting process. Under this alternative, the records management system is based
upon a coding format that differs from that
used for accounting purposes. The EPA requirement for a linkage or "audit trail" to the
accounting system is typically accommodated
through various indices and cross references
that tie the two coding formats together.
2. The coding format used for document identifi-

cation and filing can be developed and used in
common with the accounting process. Under
this alternative, the need for cumbersome indices and cross references is eliminated. In essence, document control becomes coordinated
with financial control.
The first alternative, above, does have an advantage. Specifically, the status quo of the existing
capital project accounting system and its underlying coding format remains intact. As noted, records management needs can still be accommodated, but a "microsystem" of indices and cross references is required. As a result, the scope and expandability of the records management process is
constrained by the parent (i.e., capital project) accounting system to which records management
becomes subservient. Finally, the microsystem of
indices and cross references, itself, becomes another data base that must be separately revised and
updated whenever the needs of financial control
or records control change.
We will now identify the key considerations
that grantees should address in developing a records management system based upon the second
alternative. The approach presumes that grantees
have the flexibility to change any existing format
used for accounting purposes to meet critical records management needs. Experience has shown
that grantees are typically in this situation due to
the scale and complexity of the pollution abatement program compared to prior capital projects
conducted and accounted for. Furthermore, many
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

first -time grantees have this flexibility because
they are "starting fresh," i.e., the public service to
be provided simply did not exist before, so a capital project accounting system must be designed
and installed.
Criteria for Developing
a Coordinated Coding Format
The key points to consider when developing a
coding format that coordinates document control
with financial control include provisions for compatibility, flexibility, pyramid accounting and document filing, and implicit meaning.
COMPATIBILITY
If a capital project accounting system currently
exists, the new coding format should not be totally
foreign to the same. Another aspect of compatibility includes structuring the coding format to segregate documents and grant costs which are eligible for reimbursement from those which are not.
A third compatibility consideration is to allow the
separation of documents and costs according to
funding steps. Both of these aspects address the
general requirement for compatibility with EPA
regulations.
A final aspect of compatibility includes incorporation of various "industry standards" such as the
data filing and cost analysis indices promulgated
by the Construction Specifications Institute and
the uniform classification of capital asset accounts
recommended by the Water Pollution Control
Federation.

A practical
approach
involves the
coordination of
document
control with
financial
control via a
common
coding format.

FLEXIBILITY
The coding format must provide the capacity
for "going into." By this it is meant that the coding format must be designed to anticipate the
scope of documents and costs to be managed in
future years. Specifically, the coding format will
likely contain several unused positions and fields
in the early years because the eventual capital
projects to be constructed are only generally
known. With the passage of time these capital
projects become more identifiable and solidified.
As this happens, the positions and fields left blank
in the earlier years will be used with increasing
intensity. Yet over the entire span of the pollution
abatement program, the coding format must provide the flexibility to file and retrieve the documents as the capital projects evolve from the general to the specific, i.e., the horizontal retrieval
linkage discussed before must be maintained.
PYRAMID ACCOUNTING AND DOCUMENT FILING
The coding format must allow for filing and retrieval of many types of documents at lower levels
of detail while accounting may occur at a higher
level, i.e., document control is at the base of the
pyramid while financial control is at the peak. For
39

example, at construction (Step 3), the highest level
of accounting control might be by type of contract
(i.e., general, mechanical, electrical, etc.) within a
particular capital project. Yet the coding format
must provide for several lower levels of detail for
records management purposes such as for filing
and retrieving inspection reports or payment requests for each contract.
Another dimension of pyramiding pertains solely to the accounting process. To illustrate, the
lowest level of cost control might be at individual
cost item levels, such as at the levels specified in a
capital project's plans and specifications. Yet the
accounting system must have the ability to summarize, compare, and extend total costs at higher
levels within and among capital projects for overall financial planning and control purposes.
IMPLICIT MEANING
To the greatest extent possible, the coding format should be designed to enable internalization
of meanings by users. In other words, the objective is to minimize the need for users to consult
master lists or transcription guides at the time

Figure 2
CODING FORMATS: DOCUMENT FILING AND
CAPITAL PROJECT ACCOUNTING
R e c o rd s
m an ag em e nt
te rm i n o l o g y

Program element
Project
Contract I.D.
File number

XX
X

A c c o u n ti n g
te rm i n o l o g y

X
Budget element

EPA status
X

X

XX

X

Project LID,
Resource LID.
Stagelresource control code
Funding step eligibility code

documents are coded for initial filing or sought
out thereafter for information retrieval.
One technique is to use both numeric and alphabetic identifiers in the coding format. Alphabetic usage is particularly conducive to the concept of implicit meaning because the codes eventually become internalized as abbreviations.
Illustrative Coding Format
Figure 2 represents a 14- position alphanumeric
coding format that coordinates document control
with financial control. Note that each subset or
field of the entire 14- position format is defined in
40

two alternative terminologies, even though usage
of each subset and field is the same for records
management and accounting purposes. The reason for two alternative terminologies is to enable
common usage while providing organization staff
and accounting personnel with phraseology more
compatible with their respective day -to -day working environments.
Following is an overview of how records management and accounting usage of the illustrative
coding format works.
Program Element /Budget Element (XX -xxxxxx-xxxxx-x). This subset is the highest level of records management and accounting usage. It is a
two - position numeric code that identifies documents and capital projects as being either administrative and general in nature, collection system related, treatment plant related, or disposal related.
More refined coding exists within each of these
primary categories. For example, collection system projects are broken down into main and interceptor system rehabilitation, main and interceptor
system extensions, and the like. The major categorization and detailed breakdowns within each category are based on the capital asset classifications
suggested by the Water Pollution Control Federation.
Project /Project I.D. (xx- XX X X - xx- xxxxx -x).
The second subset is divided into two internal sub fields. The first subfield comprises the leading two
positions, which are used numerically to identify
documents and costs that relate to particular
kinds of collection system or treatment plant
buildings and structures. Again, the capital asset
classifications recommended by the Water Pollution Control Federation are used as the base.
Alternatively, the two leading positions are
used alphabetically to identify documents and
costs that pertain to various geographic portions
of the collection system network. For example, all
documents and costs pertaining to the Ryan
Creek portion of the collection system are filed
and accounted for under Project I.D. codes which
begin with "RC."
The remaining positions of the Project I.D. subset are used numerically to identify documents
and costs for different projects active at particular
buildings and structures, or alphabetically to identify linear sections of any portion of the collection
system network, i.e., section where the capital
project begins and section where it ends. Hence,
the Project I.D. subset is used in a complete numeric mode for records management and cost
control related to buildings and structures. The
subset is used in a complete alphabetic mode for
records management and cost control for collection system projects. For the latter, the implicit
meaning of the abbreviations also denotes geographic area.
Contract I.D. /Resource I.D. (xx- xxxx -XXMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

xxxxx -x). The third subset is used numerically for
accounting purposes only. In particular, the first
position designates the grantee department initiating a charge against a particular capital project,
and the second position indicates what type of
charge is involved, i.e., labor, expense voucher,
etc.
Alternatively, the third subset is used alphabetically for both records management and accounting purposes. Alphabetic usage signifies documents and costs for various types of construction
contracts or other outside services.
File Number /Stage- Resource Control Code (xxxxxx-xx-XXXXX-x). This subset is used for both
records management and accounting purposes to
provide for the lowest level of document and cost
control. The concept of pyramid accounting and
document filing is the basis for the design.
Specifically, various activities or functions, required within each funding step are assigned a
number within a given range. The lowest number
within each range represents a "stage" of activity,
and each larger number within the stage represents a specific task or activity that is required to
complete the stage. For example, stage 60400
might be facilities planning, and the related tasks,
each of which is a "file number" for records management purposes, might include environmental
inventory (##60410), environmental assessment
(#k60420), cost effectiveness analysis (#k60430),
and the like. Cost and budget control typically
occurs at the stage level, while the related numbers within each stage are used solely for records
control.
The concept of compatibility is also integrated
within the use of this subset by setting aside, or
reserving, those numbers which correspond with
the data filing and cost analysis indices promulgated by the Construction Specifications Institute.
Specifically, Stage 01400 would include quality
control activities related to the construction of a
particular capital project. An activity related to
this stage (used primarily for records management
purposes) would include on -site inspection services ( #01420). Thus, inspection reports related to
a particular contractor's work would be filed under number 01420, while cost control would likely
occur on a more summarized level.
As a result of reserving this range, it is also
possible to account for progress payment requests
at division and item levels consistent with project
plans and specifications. Thus, the accounting system maintains the ability to monitor and even
forecast status versus budget in a consistent and
generally accepted manner for each contract, capital project, or group of capital projects.
EPA Status /Funding Step Eligibility Code (xxxxxx- xx- xxxxx-N). The last subset is used numerically for both records management and accounting purposes to segregate documents and costs reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

lated to activities that are eligible for reimbursement from those which are not. The segregation
provided also enables separate document filing
and accounting by EPA funding step.
The Role that CARR and
Micrographics Can Play
Computer Assisted Records Retrieval (CARR)
and micrographics (i.e., microfilm /fiche) are especially appropriate tools for records management
applications involving large volumes of diverse
documents that are controlled via a custom coding format.
Under CARR, each document is logged in a
computer data base. In essence, the data base is an
intelligent interactive index to where documents
containing the information queried of the data
base may be found. Once the user is presented
with the location identification (typically a physical file location or a microfilm reel number), the
actual document can be manually retrieved or automatically displayed upon any one of several micrographic visual aid devices. Some micrographic
devices include a magnetic ink/bar identification
(similar to that used for automated cashiering of
retail items) that enables rapid and automatic display of the records once they are located by querying the data base. It is not mandatory that CARR
data bases be linked to micrographic devices.
CARR data bases, in order to operate most efficiently given the current state of computer technology, favor the use of alphanumeric coding. English language capability is also provided by some
CARR software via "key words." However, key
word retrieval is relatively complex and slow as a
computer search technique and also leads to problems with key words that are spelled similarly or
that are actually spelled the same but have different meanings. It is, therefore, desirable to get the
most mileage possible out of alphanumerics, while
resorting to key words when alphanumeric identification is not adequate by itself. Hence, the careful consideration of building implicit meaning into
the document coding format is again emphasized.
A pollution abatement program's analysis of
CARR should include evaluation of existing software packages in the context of the organization's
computer capabilities and in respect to other information retrieval needs not directly accommodated within the coding format that is developed.
For example, one engineering- construction
CARR software package can handle up to 24 alphanumeric characters plus key word retrieval.
Because coding formats like that illustrated typically contain fewer than 24 characters, it is possible to code many additional identifiers into a
CARR data base above and beyond those provided by the "baseline" accounting and document
code. Identifiers with relatively high priority for
Continued on page 49
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should be
designed to
enable
internalization
of meanings by
users.
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Justifying Proposals
to Save Energy
Only detailed, economic analyses of competing proposals for
saving energy will assure corporate management
that it has chosen the correct path.

By Paul M. Scudiere
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Energy management proposals can be evaluated
like any other proposal a company would consider, such as the purchase ofa new piece ofequipment or entering a new market. The decision to
manage energy should not hurt a company's economic position: it should improve the company's
position. The alternatives a company has in reducing energy consumption can be identified and
evaluated using the capital budgeting process.
The financial analysis to be performed in capital
budgeting is complicated. Capital investments affect more aspects ofthe company than merely the
acceptance or rejection of a specific proposal. For
purposes ofthis discussion, the following simplifying assumptions will be made:

these assumptions are unrealistic in light of the
proposal's impact on other operations ofthe company and the size of the company.
The specific steps required to perform the
capital budgeting process are: generate proposals,
estimate cash flows, evaluate cash flows, select
proposal based on acceptance criteria, and continually reevaluate investment alternatives.
Generate Proposals Through Energy Audit

The basis for generating proposals is to determine where energy is being wasted and how it can
be conserved. This can be done through an energy
audit. The energy audit is a systematic assessment
of basic energy needs in which the analyst determines energy sources and usage (consumption)
throughout the plant or building, and identifies
places or processes where energy is being wasted.
1. The required rate ofreturn (threshold for proj- Alternatives have to be well thought out and preect acceptance) is given and is the same for all sented in the right climate. Management support
investment proposals.
is essential. Consequently, the evaluation method
2. Financing and dividend decisions of the firm used has to be easily understood by the decision
are held constant. This means that corporate makers.
and borrowed funds are co- mingled and that
An energy auditor should:
the specific funds used cannot be related to a
• Analyze the quality, quantity, and nature of
specific proposal.
energy records.
3. Selection of a specific investment project does
• Obtain general description and understanding
not alter the business risk complexion of the of energy stystem.
firm as a whole.
• Tour the facility with your eyes open.
• For each energy source, document cost, volThe financial analyst will be able to determine if ume, and demand.
0025- 1690/80/6109- 2566/$01.00/0
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• Review rate schedules and look for: bill inaccuracies, misapplication of rate to demand steps,
incorrect prorating for abnormal billing period,
and errors in taxes, arithmetic, or fuel charges.
• Obtain degree day data (from the weather bureau).
e Document data on equipment operating cycles and energy usage such as: where used, when
used, and how used.
• Analyze comfort conditioning: Who controls
the thermostat? What are the settings? What
zones are under independent control? Is the calibration accurate?
• Describe the physical attributes of the building including the thickness and composition of the
walls, roofs, doors, window insulation, and age of
facility.
• Obtain comparative data on buildings with
similar use.
e Understand the energy management program
currently in use.
Utilities do not take the responsibility for assuring that the customer is on the lowest rate schedule allowed. There are more than 400 federally published rate classifications for the electric users,
for example. Of course, they will not all be applicable but many will be. According to an article in
the May 10, 1976 issue of Industry Week, J. P.
Clark, a utility analyst, estimates that 40 to 50%
of companies are being charged on the wrong
schedule. This may not be the utilities' fault. The
user company may have added capacity or equipment without regard for the impact on their energy rates. The utility companies should be contacted because they can be very helpful in suggesting
ways to conserve and reduce energy cost.
The most widely accepted method for comparing energy consumption data is to convert all usage into MBtu's (1000 Btu's). This can be done
using the conversion factors shown in Table 1.
Energy consumption can also be analyzed by converting usage into an Energy Utilization Index.
This computation is performed by dividing the
MBtu's by the gross conditioned square feet in the
building involved. The gross condition area encompasses the outside wall to wall distance. This
index can be used as a rough reference to compare
usage on a month -to -month basis.
After the energy data is compiled, we can move
on to the next phase: identifying energy waste. In
performing this step of the energy audit, it is useful to think of energy consumption as falling into
one of the following three sytems:
1. Energized systems consume energy and usually
consist of: heating, ventilating, air conditioning, lighting, hot water, interior conveyance,
and business equipment.
2. Nonenergized systems do not consume energy
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

but do affect its usage: walls, windows, floors,
ceiling, doors, landscaping, and siting.
3. Human systems are the people who have control over when and how much energy is used.
The automobile illustrates how these three systems can be defined. The total automobile by itself
represents the energized system. If the car is driven less, less energy will be consumed. This is an
acceptable method as long as the car is not used
less than is required to accomplish work objectives.
A well tuned -up engine that operates efficiently
and properly inflated tires are examples of nonenergized systems in a maximum energy conservation mode. Driver habits are the determinants of a
human system's effect on energy consumption in
the example. Avoiding fast starts and stops, and
maintaining slow speeds, of course, will reduce energy consumption.
Following the audit, the energy analyst or management accountant can begin preparing proposals and recommendations for improving the management of energy. This step obviously involves
discussions with people outside of the company,
such as consulting engineers, vendors of energy
conserving equipment, utilities, and other professionals.

In the energy
field today,
data is
increasingl y
unstable as it is

buffeted by
political whims.

TABLE 1
CONVERSION FACTORS
Source
Electricity
Natural gas
Fuel oil 1021

Gasoline
Propene
Cool
Steam

unk
Kwh
Me l
Gal.

Gal. � '
Gal. —
Ton
100 Ib.

Blu's/un/t
3,a13
0001000

140,000 ;
130,000
- 91,000
24,000,000 ;
100,000

When generating energy conservation proposals, it is useful for the analyst to categorize projects as either revenue - generating or cost - reducing.
Revenue - generating projects include new products
or expansion of existing product line, research and
development, and exploration.
Many projects are aimed at containing costs
which is a significant accomplishment in these
times of rising utility rates. Cost reduction projects include replacement of equipment, buildings
or other capital assets, and research and development. Another perspective may be obtained by
classifying energy proposals into three categories:
mandatory, elective maintenance, and new projects.
When all investment proposals generated by the
company are ready to be analyzed, management
will want to sort the proposals into these categories. Energy - related projects may fall into any of
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these. We-will restrict our discussion to the work
required by the individual analyst prior to management review.
Of course, to achieve cost savings requires
spending funds on the assumption the projects undertaken will save more money than they cost.
Energy- saving projects can be classified according
to the expenditure criteria.
Class I —Low Capital Expenditures: These projects provide quick payback and represent the
common sense type approach to saving energy
such as plugging leaks. Savings of five to 15%
could be achieved.
Class II— Moderate Capital Investment: This
approach requires engineering studies and possible changes to the operating equipment. Ten to
20% savings could be achieved.
Class III —High Capital Investment: This approach requires in -depth studies but should result
in long -term savings. Ten to 30% savings could be
achieved.
In the typical office building these classes might
include the following type ofprojects:
Class I— Minimize loads on the building
systems.
Class II— Optimize the performance of
building systems (i.e., tune -up equipment).
Class III — Achieve better control over the
building systems operations (automate).
Note that the technical expertise required increases as the class increases. Installation of high
technology projects through high capital investments is slow because of management reluctance,
technological risks, regulatory demands, capital
dedication, and type, source, and future availability of fuel. In management's eyes, the principal
issue is the subject ofcapital dedication. Management is aware of all the proposals competing for
capital. This is where the capital budgeting process comes in. If the energy analyst identifies constructive proposals and performs the economic
evaluation properly, he will be in a better position
to sell the proposal to the decision makers who
control the purse strings.
Estimate Cash Flows
Estimating cash flows in the capital budgeting
process requires the most ingenuity and creativity
on the part of the analyst. It involves estimating
the initial and the periodic cash flows to be incurred ifthe project is accepted. In a cost reduction project, cash inflows represent the actual cash
to be saved under the new proposal. Cash outflows are the expenditures to be made to implement the proposal. Salvage proceeds from the sale
of retired assets are considered inflows when the
sale occurs. Energy conservation proposals are
usually of the cost reduction type.
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In a revenue - generating project, the cash inflows represent the additional revenue to be
earned by the project. Cash outflows are the expenditures required to generate the revenue.
The initial costs include such things as: feasibility study, design, purchase or construction of the
capital asset under consideration, and installation
including labor, materials and applicable overhead.
The periodic cash flows are those costs that can
be expected to be incurred periodically over the
life of the project. These costs, both inflows and
outflows, include labor and material operating
costs, maintenance, taxes (property, income), insurance, and applicable overhead costs attributable directly to the project.
Estimating these cash flows is done through an
analysis of the costs over the economic life of the
project. The economic life is defined as that period
in which the capital asset has economic usefulness
to the enterprise. This is different from the physical life which may be used for accounting and tax
purposes. In the case of a building, for example,
the life of the building is the limiting factor, not
the time period ofthe current owner's occupancy.
If the current owner sells the building before the
economic usefulness of the building has expired,
the selling price will obviously reflect the value yet
to be received to the new owner.
The first estimate to be made is that of the initial investment. This is the amount ofout- of-pocket funds initially committed at the front end of the
project. When replacing existing capital assets, the
book value of the asset is of no consequence to the
analysis. The book value represents a "sunk" cost
attributable to a prior decision which is now inferior to current opportunities. (A sunk cost is one
that will not be altered by a future action. It thereby becomes irrelevant to the analysis. Therefore, a
machine just purchased a year ago and expected
to last for ten years may be considered a sunk cost
if it has become obsolete due to technological advancements. If management decides to keep the
machine out offear of criticism for the wrong decision last year, it is further impairing the economic health of the company.) The only relevant
aspect of the equipment to be retired is the cash
inflow from its salvage proceeds. The salvage
proceeds represent a reduction to the initial investment of the new equipment. Remember that
accounting numbers are not pertinent to the analyses. Only actual cash flows, which are usually
not directly measured by any accounting records,
must be considered.
The next estimate required is the operating cash
flows that can be expected over the economic life
of the project. These'periodic flows define the relevant, economic costs and benefits and are defined
differently for the different types of projects.
The relevant cash flows for revenue generating
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

Identifying the cash flows requires a detailed
investigation of every revenue and expense item
applicable to the project. Each cash flow change
must be thoroughly challenged. For example: a
project to install a new assembly line is supposed
to reduce supervisor and indirect labor costs along
with other costs. If, in fact, the supervisor or the
indirect labor cannot be eliminated, or used profitably elsewhere, then there is no cash savings attributable to the new assembly line, and these elements should not be considered in the analysis.
Under the same reasoning, the cost of salvaging
an item must be justified by the sales proceeds the
item will produce in a scrap sales transaction or
the cost of new equipment the item will save in an
alternative use elsewhere in the building.
Probably the most difficult and yet most critical
problem is to estimate the future timing of cash
flows. The more precise the timing estimate, the
more accurate will be the results of the economic
evaluation. Forecasts further out into time become less accurate. Therefore, a range of different
cash flows and their timing should be considered.
This type of sensitivity analyses would include
performing the economic evaluation for estimates
that are considered highest, most likely, and lowest. Investments in energy conservation are of
such a nature as to make some sort of sensitivity
analysis desirable.
The energy analyst should do everything he can
to determine the reliability of his estimates. This
may include looking at the experience that other
companies had with the same projects. The vendor should also be able to provide some insight as
to the cash flows that will be generated by the
equipment he is selling.
The final consideration before actually performing the economic evaluation is the selection of the
rate of return to be used. Obviously not a trivial
matter, it should receive the attention of upper
management. The rate of return represents the
threshold or hurdle rate which all proposals must
meet in order to be accepted. It should at least be
the company's cost of capital. However, in many
cases, upper management will want to seriously
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

In an energy reduction project that General Motors performed, energy auditors found that 31.7% of all of its energy
consumption was comprised of heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning. Between the years 1965 and 1976, GM experienced a 24% per year compounded rate of increase in energy
costs, according to an article in the December 1977 issue of
the Industrial Engineering Magazine.
The company had to attack a broad range of energy uses
because its operations are not energy- intensive. The largest
energy savings was due to the use of a "computerized facility monitoring and control system." GM recognized that it is
impossible to manually turn on and
all the energy consuming devices within a plant. The computer automatically
provides 100% of potential savings by substituting automatic
control for human control. As a result of the computerized
system:
off

Challenge Cash Flow Change

General Motors Reduces Energy Costs

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Energy was scheduled and controlled based on the master
production schedule;
Weather conditions and internal temperatures were
monitored to control the use of heating, ventilating, and
air conditioning;
The power plant could be shut down on marginal week•
ends and yet maintained at a level to prevent freezing;
Breakdowns were detected earlier;
Tradesmen were allocated where precisely needed;
preventive maintenance needs were obWarnings
tained by the monitoring of control limits; and
Useful data for the energy audit was obtained by
automatic reading of meters which provided the ability to
better identify usage points and allocate costs to burden
of

projects are the net operating cash inflows. The
term "net" indicates that the cash flows represent
the difference between the additional revenue and
the additional expenses that should be incurred if
this project is implemented. Obviously, if the revenues do not exceed the additional expenses, the
project may not even be considered unless required for non - economic reasons.
In the case of a cost reduction project, the relevant cash flows are the differential costs. That is,
the analyst must identify the costs saved by implementing the new project versus maintaining the
status quo.

centers.
General Motors computed a 16.4% energy savings despite
an increase in production over the base period used in the
1
analysis. This is considered a remarkable achievement.
.-1

consider using the rate of return that the owners
of the enterprise expect to receive for their invested capital.
Tax Effects on Cash Flows
Taxes also affect out -of- pocket cash flows and
must be analyzed separately. Again, the accounting records should not be used for analyzing the
tax impact. Instead, the actual tax rates that will
be incurred per the tax return should be considered. It is important to realize that a cost reduction will increase profits and, therefore, will increase the company's taxes at the marginal rate.
Depreciation, on the other hand, on equipment
that is owned by the company is a deductible non cash expense and reduces taxes. If the assumption
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cash inflow
from its salvage
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on financing the investment is relaxed by identifying borrowed funds with the proposal, then the
method of financing also has an impact on taxes
because the interest on a long -term loan is deductible as is the lease expense on rented equipment
that is not owned by the company. Of course,
rented equipment cannot be depreciated.
With emphasis today on ROI, cost - conscious
management accountants should not ignore the
benefits of recent tax legislation that can amount
to substantial tax savings in any one year. A brief
summary of some of these tax benefits follows.
In order to encourage investment in job- creating tangible personal property, Congress has
passed the investment tax credit law, Generally,
this credit can be taken on tangible personal property that qualifies under Section 38 of the tax
code. The tax credit is 10% of the investment in
the property.
The Revenue Act of 1978 extended the investment tax credit to rehabilitation expenditures for
existing buildings that are at least 20 years old.
These buildings can be used in all types of business or productive activities other than nontransient residential purposes.
In 1978, Congress provided for a business energy property tax credit for business taxpayers. A
10% credit (reduced to 5% if the property is financed with tax exempt industrial bonds) on the
investment is available on the following energy
property: alternative energy property, solar or
wind energy property, specifically designed energy
property, recycling equipment, shale oil equipment, and equipment for producing natural gas
from geopressured brine.
One final tax recommendation is to use component depreciation whenever possible. Component
depreciation implies that specific components of a

structure are categorized separately for purposes
of applying shorter depreciable lives for faster
write -offs. By segregating tangible, personal property in the tax accounting records from the real
property accounts, the management accountant
may apply accelerated depreciation and take advantage of another tax benefit.
Evaluate Cash Flows and Select Proposals
Once the relevant cash inflows and outflows
have been estimated over the economic useful life
of the investment, financial analysis techniques
can be applied to determine the economic merits
of the investment opportunities, using four well known methods: average rate of return, payback,
net present value, and internal rate of return.
There are numerous complications entailed in
the use of these methods. One issue on which the
management accountant should be cautious is to
be sure that the proposals being evaluated are mutually exclusive and not dependent. Two proposals are mutually exclusive if acceptance of one
proposal does not require or precludes the acceptance of the other. A contingent or dependent proposal is one whose acceptance depends upon the
acceptance of one or more other proposals_ In this
case, the associated proposals should be considered as one in order to evaluate the proposal in
question.
Contingent proposals cause a problem under
capital rationing. Capital rationing is required
when there are more acceptable proposals than
there is available capital. In this situation, management must be sure that the best proposals are
not contingent on other proposals which would
cause the capital budget to be exceeded if accepted. Selection of proposals under a capital rationing condition can be facilitated by ranking the

Table 2
CASH PURCHASE USING EXISTING CORPORATE FUNDS

Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A.
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Notes 1.
2.
3.
4.
5,

A
Cost
of
asset
1120,000)

B

C

Bonus
depreciation
2,000

E

F

S -Y -D
depreciation

D
Tax savings
due to
depreciation

Labor
savings

Energy
savings

G
Added
taxes on
savings

21,455
19,309
17,164
15,018
12,873
10,727
6,582
6,436
4,291
2,145

10,789
8,882
7,895
6,908
5,992
4,934
3,948
2,961
1,974
987

15,000
16,050
17,173
18,376
19,662
21,038
22,511
24,087
25,773
27,577

2,000
2,400
2,880
3,456
4,147
4,977
5,972
7,166
8,600
10,319

(7,820)
(8,487)
(9,224)
(10,043)
(10,952)
(11,967)
(13,102)
(14,376)
(15,812)
(17,432)

See the assumptions discussed in text
Col. D = .46 (B+C)
Col. G = .461E +G)
Col l = A +B +E +F +G +H
Col. K = IxJ
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proposals according to the net profitability index.
The net profitability index is defined as follows:
Net
Profitability
Index =

Present Value of Future Cash Flows
Initial Investment

The numerator of this formula is the present
value of the net cash flows generated by the investment. As can be seen from the formula, the
index would have to exceed 1.00 for the project to
be accepted. The greater the index, the greater the
return of the project. The projects under consideration can be ranked according to the index to
identify those with the greatest return to be accepted given the available funds.
Another caution: the choice of the individual
investment must be made considering the pattern
of future outlays that will affect the future years'
capital budgeting (rationing) process. That is,
should the cash flows for a particular investment
require lump sum disbursements in the future, the
analyst must consider the availability of capital in
that future year to assure the survival of the investment.
The analyst may notice that the net present value computation and the internal rate of return
computation may yield different decision results.
This is because of different assumptions made
with the two calculations. The net present value
assumes funds can be reinvested in the company
at the same interest rate used for the analysis. The
internal rate of return tacitly assumes that the
company can reinvest proceeds at the same
interest rate as that computed by the formula.
Management will have to evaluate critically the
opportunities for reinvestment that are open to

H

I

J

K

Investment

Net cash

ta x cr ed it

fl o w

P. V.
fa c t o r

cash flows

(120,000)
43,969
18,845
18,724
18,697
18,779
18,982
19,329
19,828
20,535
21,451

1.000
.909
.826
.751
.683
.621
.564
.513
.467
.424
.386

(120,000)
39,968
15,566
14,062
12,770
11,662
10,706
9,916
9,264
8,707
8,820

24,000

99,149

P. V. of

20,901
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the company to determine which assumption is
more realistic.
Differing economic lives of alternative and competing proposals also cause the two methods to
give different results. Thought has to be given to
the reinvestment opportunities existing at the expiration of each proposal in order to assure the
proper decision is made from that time on.
Another way to handle the unequal lives of
competing proposals is to project the investment
under each alternative into the distant future. This
is complicated and hazardous. Consequently, the
analysis should be cut off where reasonable estimates cease to exist. At this point in time, an estimate of the residual value of the equipment in use
should be made. The respective cash flows can
then be annualized and the appropriate evaluation
technique used.
In an early replacement decision, where the life
of the new equipment is greater than the remaining life of the old equipment, and the new equipment would be the replacement choice anyway at
the time that the old equipment requires replacement, the economic benefits of the new equipment
can only be considered for the remaining life of
the old.
The present value of money shrinks rapidly
both as the rate of discount increases and as the
time receipt of the money moves out into the future. Therefore, it may be appropriate to disregard
cash flows that are far out into the future. The
analyst is warned, however, to use rough figures in
a trial computation to assure that cutting off the
cash flows at a particular point in time does not
distort the analysis.

Utility
companies can
be very helpful
in suggesting
ways to reduce
energy cost.

A Cash Purchase Example
Table 2 illustrates the procedure to be followed
in analyzing the cash flows over the life of a project. The example is for a cash purchase using existing corporate funds. As mentioned earlier, if the
purchase depends on borrowed funds, instead of
the lump sum disbursement in year zero, there
would be annual loan payments made to a creditor. The loan payment would be an outflow at the
time that it occurred. In addition, the interest portion of the loan payment would be tax deductible.
If the equipment is leased, the lease payment
would not only be an outflow but, because it is tax
deductible, it would represent a reduction to the
income taxes. However, there would be no depreciation because the company did not own the
equipment.
Column A shows the initial cost of the asset to
be $120,000. This includes the purchase cost of
the equipment plus installation plus any other expenses required in order to put the property into
service. The amount is shown in parentheses because this represents an outflow of corporate
funds. For simplicity purposes we are assuming
47
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that the total investment occurs in year zero and
the property is put into service at the beginning of
year one. The project life is set at ten years because it is expected to become obsolete due to increases in technology. Again to simplify the example, the tax life is taken to be the same as the
economic life, there is no salvage value on any old
equipment that was retired in year zero and there
is no salvage value on the new equipment at the
end of year ten.
Column B shows the bonus depreciation which
can be taken on tangible, personal property during
the first year in which depreciation is allowed.
This is the year that the asset is put into service.
Bonus depreciation is computed on the cost of the
asset without reduction for salvage or investment
tax credit. It is limited to 20% of the first $10,000
of all eligible property. Assuming that the company made no other investment in tangible, personal
property during the year, the full $2,000 can be
attributed to this project.
Column C shows the depreciation that can be
expensed each year on the tax return. Because the
property is new, tangible, personal property, it is
eligible for accelerated depreciation. The sum -ofthe- years- digits method was used to compute the
depreciation. The basis for the depreciation computation is the investment cost of the asset less the
bonus depreciation and without regard to any estimated salvage value. The depreciable base is
therefore $118,000.
Column D shows the tax savings due to the
depreciation. We are assuming that the company
has taxable income in excess of $100,000, therefore, the company's marginal tax rate is 46 %.
That is, for every additional dollar of tax deduction, the company saves $.46.
Column E shows that we expect the project to
save labor costs of $15,000 for the first year. Under union contract, we expect labor costs to increase by 7% per year. Consequently, the labor
savings we can expect from this project will increase by 7% per year.
The project would not be implemented in the
first place ifthere was not to be some sort of energy savings. Column F indicates that we expect
$2,000 of energy savings for the first year. The
company's cost for energy is expected to increase
at a rate of 20% per year. Therefore, the energy
savings of $2,000 in the first year will increase by
20% in the next year and for every year thereafter.
Column G shows the additional taxes the company will have to pay because its income has been
increased by the savings on labor and energy. The
additional taxes shown in column G are in parentheses because they represent a cash outflow. Note
that there is no assumption of savings for either
materials or administration costs during the life of
this project.

Column H shows the 20% of tax credit that is
allocated on this project. $12,000 or 10% is allowed because the project is eligible for the investment tax credit. Another $12,000 or 10% is allowed because the project is assumed to fall under
the guidelines of the Energy Tax Act of 1978. The
tax credit, as its name implies, is an actual dollar
for dollar credit against the tax liability and does
not have to be factored by the company's marginal tax rate.
Column I shows the estimated net cash flows to
be experienced each year during the life of the
project. As the example shows, only in year zero
is there a net cash outflow. Years one through ten
have a net cash inflow.
The present value method was chosen to evaluate the cash flows of this project. Column J shows
the present value factor that will be used for each
year. The factors have been computed assuming
that the cash flows occur at the end of each year.
This is an unrealistic assumption but it simplifies
the example. (Tax cash flows usually occur when
the tax return is filed and final payment is made,
anywhere from three to nine months after the end
of the year.) The factor can be found tabulated in
most financial textbooks or other references. (Factors have been tabulated assuming cash flows occur at various times within the period.) The factor
is a function of the life of the project, which is ten
years in the example, and also the selected rate of
return which has been set at 10 %.
Column K shows the present value of the cash
flows. The sum of the entries in Column K shows
that there is a net present value of $20,901 on this
project. Because the net present value is greater
than zero, this project could be accepted. Note
that the example included the effect of taxes. It is
recommended that these analyses be done on an
after -tax basis since the effect of taxes alters the
actual cash flows that will be experienced.
The same present value computation using 15%
as a discount rate yields a net present value of
minus $2,067. If 15% was the threshold level for
the rate of return, this proposal would be rejected.
Since the net present value at 10% is positive and
the net present value at 15% is negative, the internal rate of return of this project obviously falls
someplace between 10% and 15 %. A rough estimate of the project's internal rate of return can be
computed through interpolation. This procedure
results in a rate of 14.55 %. The payback on this
project is 4.95 years. It is interesting to note, that
without the investment tax credit, at the 10% discount rate this project would be rejected.
Conservation and Profitability
Accountants are very sophisticated in the quantitative techniques used for analyzing the worth of
investment proposals. The results of the techniques, however, are only as good as the data that
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1980

is used in the analysis. In the energy field today
that data is increasingly unstable as it is buffeted
by the political whims of domestic and foreign
governments.
The capital budgeting steps reviewed here provide the means by which top management can select the energy conservation options that provide
the company with the most benefits. One final
note: the task does not end with the selection of a

set of proposals at a point in time. All investment
alternatives have to be continually reevaluated
and analyzed according to the economic justification procedures already discussed using any newly
discovered data. When the capital budgeting steps
have been properly implemented for investment
proposals in the heating, ventilating and air conditioning field, the cause of conservation —and the
profitability of the company —will be advanced.

Each cash flow
change must be
thoroughly
challenged.

RECORDS MANAGEMENT FOR POLLUTION ABATEMENT PROGRAMS:
MEETING EPA REQUIREMENTS
Continued from page 41
CARR beyond those illustrated in the baseline
code (Figure 2) would include: author of document (e.g., grantee staff person or outside firm
I.D.), date created, and type of document.
Coordination via Common Coding
Records management for pollution abatement
programs should be carefully considered and implemented by grantees to meet a variety of critical
needs that go above and beyond the basic EPA
requirement for effective document control. A
practical approach to meeting both grantee needs

and the EPA requirement involves the coordination of document control with financial control
via a common coding format.
The suggested approach is particularly appropriate for newly- created grantees and grantees
who are embarking on capital improvement programs substantially more extensive and complex
than those accounted for in the past. Formalization of the records management function by such
grantees and the possible application of computer
assisted records retrieval and micrographics also
should be considered.
Accotenring Standards for Construction Grants, Part I— Supporting Docurnentation. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.. October IQ77.

APOLOGY
Following the publication of "Evaluating An Acquisition
Candidate Is Easier Than You Think," by Robert F. Reilly,
in our January issue, we were shocked to discover that this article was almost an exact duplicate of "Pricing an Acquisition: A 15 -Step Methodology," by the same author
published by Mergers & Acquisitions, Summer 1979, and
previously copyrighted by that publication.
The situation has, needless to say, caused a great deal of
embarrassment to everyone concerned. Although we acted in
good faith in publishing what had been represented to us as
an original manuscript, nevertheless we apologize to the
editor and management of Mergers & Acquisitions and the
readers of both publications for this breach of courtesy.
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Red - flagging the
White Collar Criminal
Potential fraud situations have common characteristics, according
to a survey of published cases, which can be used
as early warning signals to prevent actual acts.

By Marshall B. Romney, W. Steve Albrecht,
and David J. Cherrington
One of the most pervasive and critical problems
facing American business is the increasing incidence of white collar crime. In 1976, employees
stole more than $10 million a day in cash and
merchandise, an all -time high that is expected to
double by 1981.' The United States Chamber of
Commerce claims that $40 billion a year is the
minimum total loss from white collar crime, and
that figure does not include the costs of fighting
white collar crime.
The problems of dishonesty are not confined to
a few dishonest people in isolated companies,
however. The experience of one consulting firm
led it to say that th ere was mo re t han a 50%
chance of sizable dishonesty in any firm and a
75% chance of harmful malpractice sufficient to
impair the profit structure.' Not only is the problem of white collar crime widespread, but much of
the loss occurs in lightly publicized, nonviolent
ways. During the first six months of 1975, commercial banks lost almost five times as much cash
($71.3 million) in frauds and embezzlements as
they did in armed robberies ($15.1 million), ac.cording to the FBL'
Clearly, a problem of this magnitude has tremendous implications for society, its citizens, and
especially the business community. What makes
the problem even worse is that these statistics re0025 - 1690/80/6109- 2566/$01.00/0

fleet only the reported instances of white collar
crime. Many instances of fraudulent acts are never reported and a great many more are never detected. In fact, it is estimated that 85% of computer -based crimes have yet to be discovered.'
Management accountants cannot simply ignore
the reality of these fraud losses in the expectation
that "it won't happen to our company." Management accountants are responsible for safeguarding
the company's assets, for maintaining the reliability of its information system, and for fairly presenting company financial disclosures. Through
legal, regulatory, and legislative institutions, society is seeking increased accountability for these
functions from company financial officers.
It appears that management will be required to
assume increasing responsibility for the detection
and prevention of fraudulent acts; therefore, it is
imperative that top managers understand more
about it. We conducted a research study funded
by the Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Foundation for a
study of management fraud and white collar
crime. The purposes of the study were to conduct
an extensive review of all the fraud - related literature in each of a number of disciplines, identify
the individual and organizational factors that suggest a high probability of fraud, and develop a
model to explain fraudulent acts. Here are some
of the results, including "red flags" that warn of a
fraud - conducive environment.
The research team spent a year and a half reCopyright O 1980 by the National Association of Accountants
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viewing over 1,500 published references on fraud
and white collar crime in a wide variety of disciplines. Numerous other sources (criminal and parole records, CPA firm records, legal documents,
bonding and insurance company records, SEC
and other governmental agency records, etc.) also
were examined. The extensive files of computer
fraud already gathered by Donn Parker (Stanford
Research Institute) were reviewed, and perpetrators and victims of white collar crime were interviewed.
Social Trends and Increased White Collar Crime
One important reason why white collar crime is
such a serious problem is because of various societal factors which reduce the costs and /or increase
the benefits of committing a white collar crime.
An examination of these factors makes it clear
that if white collar crime is ever to be reduced,
society as a whole and management in particular
must take corrective action against the factors
noted in the study.
Frustration, resulting from racial inequalities,
overcrowding, "welfare poverty," and inflation
contribute to dishonest acts. People who feel that
money, goods, and opportunities are denied them
or placed beyond their reach by economic conditions more easily rationalize the illegal acts which
relieve their problems or resolve their conflicts.
Several factors have contributed to an increased
opportunity to commit dishonest acts. Included
are factors which not only make white collar
crime easier to commit, but which also decrease
the probability that a fraudulent act will be discovered and the perpetrators prosecuted. All too
often the perpetrators of white collar crimes are
either not prosecuted by business or are set free
because of high - placed connections, bribes, high priced lawyers who know all the tricks or judges
who are hesitant to sentence people of middle class sensitivities to prison. The size of many of
today's firms and governmental agencies sometimes results in an anonymity which makes people
both apathetic and antagonistic and leads to what
is called the "Robinhood Syndrome " —in which
the perpetrator feels that doing harm to individuals is immoral but doing harm to large institutions
is not immoral because "they are so large that
they won't miss what I take from them." Another
condition which seems to increase the opportunities for white collar crime is the ostracization of
the whistle blower (informant). When society
turns its back on whistle blowers, it causes others
to think twice before blowing the whistle on an
offender and risk suffering the same fate.
The opportunity for knowledgeable people to
act dishonestly has increased because the development of safeguards for computer systems has
lagged behind other developments in computer
technology. Moreover, many view the computer
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as an impersonal object which can be abused without feeling guilty. There appears to be an absence
of explicit constraints in computer systems.
Some people argue that the importance of honesty and integrity in our society is decreasing, thus
making it easier to rationalize the perpetration of
white collar crimes. In a climate of rising expectations, unemployment, and permissiveness, more
and more people justify dishonest acts and see
crime as the answer to their problems. Some people feel that much less is to be expected of the
younger generation; that they are more criminally
inclined than their predecessors.
Profile of the White Collar Criminal
There are very few studies that empirically describe white collar criminals as a group or differentiate them from other groups. Consequently, we
conducted an empirical investigation comparing
white collar criminals with (1) prisoners incarcerated for other property offenses (2) a noncriminal
sample of college students. Over 400 prisons were
contacted to obtain a sample of white collar criminals. However, only 49 white collar criminals
were identified. The small sample size was due to
the fact that white collar criminals only comprise
a small percentage of incarcerated prisoners and
that prison records do not readily identify them.
The personal backgrounds and psychological profiles of the three groups were computed.
The results indicated that incarcerated white
collar criminals were generally not similar to other incarcerated prisoners. When compared to other criminals, white collar criminals were less likely
to be caught, turned in, arrested, convicted, incarcerated, or to serve long sentences. The white collar criminals were also considerably older, which
might be expected since it usually takes longer to
get into managerial positions or other positions of
trust. While only 2% of the property offenders
were female, 30 % of the white collar criminals
were women. As women increasingly obtain positions of trust that allow them to steal and embezzle, it seems likely that these rates will continue to
rise. The white collar criminals tended to have a
much more stable family situation; more were
married, they had more children, were less likely
to be divorced, and more likely to be active
church attenders.
Compared to other property offenders, the
white collar criminals were better educated, more
religious, less likely to have a criminal record or
otherwise be criminally inclined, less likely to use
alcohol, and considerably less likely to use drugs.
White collar criminals are in better psychological
health. They enjoy more optimism, self - esteem,
self - sufficiency, achievement, motivation, and
family harmony in contrast to the other property
offenders who showed more depression, self -degradation, dependence, lack of motivation, and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980
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family discord. White collar criminals seemed to
have significantly fewer problems; they expressed
more social conformity, self- control, kindness,
and empathy when compared to the other property offenders' greater . social deviancy, impulsiveness, hostility, and insensitivity to other people.

"Robinhood
Syndrome' =
doing harm to
individuals is
immoral but
doing harm to
large
institutions is
not immoral

When compared with the sample of college students, the white collar criminals differed only
slightly. Only six psychological traits significantly
differentiated the incarcerated white collar criminals from the college students. The white collar
criminals suffer more psychic pain, are more dishonest, are more independent, more sexually mature, more socially deviant, and more empathetic.
Our comparisons show that white collar criminals
are much more similar to the students than to
other property offenders.
The study produced another interesting observation. In almost all cases, the white collar criminal either had many criminal traits and an extensive criminal background or had virtually no
criminal background. From this it might be hypothesized that there are two distinct types of
white collar criminals: the chronic criminal who
engages in white collar crime as just another in a
series of crimes, and the more typical business
person who succumbs to pressure or temptation.
The first type will steal any time he has the
chance; the second type will steal only when the
level of desire overcomes his inhibitions. Certainly, both are of concern to management accountants, but the second type is harder to detect. Extensive background checks, references, and related
efforts are more likely to uncover most white collar criminals of the first type. These efforts are not
as useful in detecting the second type of white
collar criminal, however. An early warning system is especially useful because it helps management understand the pressures that cause fraudulent acts and the types of opportunities that foster
fraudulent activity. Such a checklist is given here.

tion and size of the three weights determine which
side of the scale is heaviest.
A person with a high level of personal integrity
and weak opportunity or pressure to commit a
white collar crime will most likely behave honestly. But fraudulent acts become more likely as individuals with less personal integrity are placed in
situations where there are increasing pressures
and greater opportunities to commit dishonest
acts. An interesting philosophical question is
whether the composition of an individual's personal integrity can ever be so high that he is beyond the point of being overcome by intense situational pressures and convenient opportunities
tempting him to commit a white collar crime. The
question is whether the opportunities to commit
fraudulent acts can ever be so tightly controlled
by a corporation that white collar crimes will be
prevented regardless of the level of personal honesty and situational pressures.
In this simple model, all variables contributing
to white collar crime accumulate in any one case
until the force or weight is sufficient to result in
fraud. Theoretically, a dishonest act could occur
under any situation if a person is sufficiently motivated, even in the absence of substantial opportunities or pressures. Our interviews with white collar criminals indicated that the most frequent
cause is a situational pressure, such as a debt or
loss, combined with a predisposition to compromise or rationalize one's standard of honesty.
Pressures at the organizational level, such as others who cheat and a lack of accounting controls,
also have increased the incidence of dishonesty.
One result of the study was the development of

a comprehensive list of "red flags" that management can use to evaluate the situational pressures,
opportunities, or personal characteristics that
might cause a company manager to commit a
white collar crime on behalf of the company. Results of the study indicate that some combination
of these factors must be present before a frauduWhy White Collar Crime Takes Place
lent act takes place.
The review of the literature revealed numerous
The use of such a list is not without problems.
theories which attempted to explain the causes of Some of the questions probe into areas that might
white collar crime. The evidence suggested that be considered an invasion of privacy or that manwhite collar crime is the result of an interaction of agement might consider to be none of its business.
forces both within an individual's personality and Gathering the answers to some of the questions
in the external environment. As illustrated in Fig- will not be easy and management may never know
ure I, there are three major categories of variables whether the answers received are correct because
representing these factors: situational pressures, verifiable objective evidence supporting the anopportunities to commit fraud, and personal char- swers will be sketchy at best. Some questions are
acteristics. It is a combination of these three varia- better than others, as the validity of the individual
bles that leads one to commit fraudulent acts.
questions has not been completely tested, and the
A useful way to visualize the interaction is to list is not complete. As a result, the questions canpicture a balance scale with three connecting bars not be relied upon to guarantee the detection or
at the top. Each of the three connected bars has a deterrence of white collar crime.
In an effort to validate this list of red flags, 73
weight which can move independently of the oth-

er weights in either direction. Thus, the combination of the three continua (or bars) and the loca54

past cases of white collar crime or management
Continued on page 57
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How to Establish an Effective
Records Retention System
Does your company keep its records on scraps of paper and backs
of envelopes or in formal data banks from which employees
can extract information at the touch of a button?

By Jack D. Hatfield
All companies must have a records retention program in order to do business. Directing this program is one of the financial officer's most important responsibilities. He must see that records are
maintained for historical reviews, litigation, vendor and employee claims, government inquiries,
and, most important, tax audits.
A records retention program can range from
cardboard transfer files kept in each department
to a centralized bank of records featuring computer data banks, microfilm readers, and sophisticated retrieval devices. Most systems will have some
elements in common if they are to be successful.
They include: a current filing system located in
the user department; a long -range filing system in
a permanent storage facility; a current well -defined retention schedule which is reviewed periodically for obsolescence; systematic records destruction to keep file storage to manageable levels;
some form of security system to ensure the integrity of current and long -range records.
If your company does not have a formal records
retention program and policy guidelines for retention, it should consider establishing one soon. The
first step to setting up a program is simple —merely taking an inventory of your present policies and
procedures. Where are your records kept now?
How far back do they date? Are they properly
safe - guarded? Would unauthorized access to confidential information be easy? What information is
kept? How often is it requested?
0025-1690/80/6109-2101/$01.00/0

The next step is to take an inventory of current
files. Two approaches can be used here: the questionnaire survey and the physical inventory. Giving a questionnaire to each department or cost
center has the advantage of speed, less disruption
of normal procedures, and one -time completion,
and because each department will complete its
own survey, the results are presumably more accurate because department members will be familiar with their own files.
The physical inventory approach has the advantage of continuity of thought and attention to
detail, but more time must be allowed.
Regardless of the method used to take inventory, however, it must be complete enough to form
the basis for the new system once a format has
been determined. The method should describe the
arrangement of the files, quantity and inclusive
dates of accumulation, purpose of the records and
their title, and frequency of reference among other
things. The controller should be the guiding force
in designing the survey.
Once the inventory of present records is completed, the company should develop a retention
schedule. This schedule should be constructed
carefully and approved by a representative of each
department responsible, legal counsel, tax experts,
and at least one member of the executive staff.
Once approved, the schedule should be published
and distributed. Again the controller should be
instrumental in developing the retention schedule.
Many sources are available to help your company establish a workable retention schedule. The
Copyright © 1980 by the National Association of Accountants
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U.S. Government Printing Office issues detailed
guidelines periodically, several commercial publishing houses have excellent source references on
the subject, and the American Society of Corporate Secretaries has a comprehensive survey on
records retention practices.
Basic Components of a System
A successful retention program has at least five
basic components in common with other systems
regardless of the format the system takes.

No personnel
should be
permitted in
the records
room except
file department
personnel.

6
6
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
2
2
2
6
Permanent

A CURRENT FILING SYSTEM

This system should be set up as close to the user
department as possible. The company should set
forth written rules as to where each document is
to be filed to maintain consistency. Files should be
set up by the broadest possible categories. Individual managers should not maintain their own desk
files unless they use them in the daily operation.
Ideally, the central file manager should report
directly to or on a line to the corporate controller.
Central files must be rotated to permanent files
annually to allow room for current filings.
THE LONG -RANGE FILING SYSTEM

This facility should be permanent, locked, secured, and perhaps protected by a sprinkler system. Entry to the area should be limited to only
one or two persons. Each file should be numbered
and labeled, and a cross- reference file listing
should be maintained by file number, with the location shown by subject matter.
A WELL- DEFINED RETENTION SCHEDULE

As stated earlier, this schedule should be well
planned and contain input from all departments.
The company's legal and financial segments
should have a strong voice in its development.
Prentice -Hall has an excellent reference on the
subject: "Your Business Records —A Simplified
Guide to What Records You Must Keep and
How Long You Must Keep Them." Suggestions
for retaining some of the more common business
records include:
Holding period
Document
(in years)
Accounts payable (vouchers
and invoices)
Bank statements and
reconciliations
Cancelled voucher checks
Cash receipts books
Claim files— against us
Claim files —by us
Employee travel expense
reports
Financial statements internal
General books —all journals
Physical inventory records
56

Payroll registers
Payments and reports to
government agencies
Cancelled stock certificates
Contracts, agreements and
leases
Basic scientific records
Correspondence with vendors
Orders filled
Sales correspondence
Sales invoices
General correspondence

6
6
6
Permanent
6
3
6
5
Permanent
6

This sample list is only a suggested retention
schedule, but the holding periods are reasonable
and are used fairly widely in various industries.
SYSTEMATIC RECORDS DESTRUCTION

This phase is an absolute must if the system is
to work effectively. A list of cartons and records
to be destroyed should be circulated to all key
managers 30 days before destruction, with positive
confirmation required that no listed records
should be retained. Naturally, a list should be
kept of all records destroyed along with the date
of destruction. The retention schedule should be
reviewed at least annually to reflect changes in
existing laws or company requirements.
THE SECURITY SYSTEM

A file retrieval procedure is mandatory to ensure control over the transmittal, storage and retrieval of all filed documents. No one (not even
auditors or officers) should be permitted in the
records room except file department personnel.
Use special, fire -proof metal files for more important or irreplaceable records.
Choose a File Storage System
There are degrees of sophistication to both active and inactive filing systems. Filing systems can
be manual systems or more recent filing concepts
such as computer tape storage, word processing
magnetic tape storage, and microfilm storage. Examine the overall features of each.
COMPUTER TAPE STORAGE

Random access retrieval devices such as disk
storage are preferable to computer tape because
the latter must be read sequentially. One of the
major limitations of such a system is that most file
copies need to be put into computer readable
form, which often means key punching or other
input to prepare records for filing. Because of input difficulties, computer tape storage is limited in
use. Where the application is suitable, however,
this method is fast and economical.
WORD PROCESSING MAGNETIC TAPE STORAGE

Generally this system encompasses nothing
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

more than electric typewriters tied in to minicomputers. While expensive as a stand -alone device, if the system already is used for normal office
typing operations, file storage billing and similar
applications are fairly economical to add.
MICROFILM STORAGE
This is probably the best known and most widely used storage and retrieval system other than the
manual ones. Such systems are not the most economical for straight storage, but they do have definite advantages: tremendous space requirement
savings, acceptability by government agencies,
fast retrieval, relatively easy copying of records,
faster and simpler refiling, and easier handling of
large or voluminous documents.
Even though microfilm has many strong points,
there are some weaknesses which should be considered. First is the cost previously mentioned.
Microfilm filing systems generally are more expensive to set up and maintain than manual ones.
Moreover, some colors and carbon copies do not
reproduce well, and only one person can use the
machine at a time. In addition, Internal Revenue
Service may require transcription of photocopies
to hard copy in the event of an audit. The latter
eventuality need not be a problem, however, if a

company obtains approval in writing from the
IRS district director to use this particular system.
The federal government has rather strict requirements as to microfilm standards, but most equipment manufacturers know them and strive to surpass them in their specifications. Revenue Ruling
75 -265 deals with the standards in detail.
Often a good compromise system is to use microfilm for the high - volume items and voluminous
or large documents while keeping the rest of the
system manual. This method affords the user
some of the best of both worlds and eliminates at
least some of the drawbacks of each system.
To Achieve an Efficient System
The Records Retention Program usually is directed by the corporate controller or chief financial officer. Regardless of format, the system
should be formal, policed, and strictly adhered to
in order to achieve maximum effectiveness. A variety of programs is available to the user, including manual, computer storage, word processing
and microfilm. The best ideas of all departments
concerned should be sought in setting up the system, but the ultimate responsibility for implementation and maintenance of the system rests with
the financial officer.
❑

An effective
records system
must include
systematic
destruction
cycles.

RED - FLAGGING THE WHITE COLLAR CRIMINAL
Continued from page 54
fraud were studied. Only one of the red flags did
not appear in at least one case, and many of the
red flags appeared in a large percentage of the cases. These results were achieved even though the
case descriptions used were accounts written by
parties not particularly concerned with reporting
the red flags listed. Although this list must be subjected to more complete testing and validation,
the preliminary evidence indicates that the list, or
a subset chosen by management, has merit as a
tool in detecting or deterring white collar crime.
Notwithstanding any imperfections the list might
have, it can help to identify employees with sufficient motives and opportunities to perpetrate
fraud. It also can help management accountants
to evaluate the corporate climate in which they
work. For instance, do any of their corporate
practices make fraudulent acts easier to commit
or unintentionally make their companies more
prone to fraudulent behavior?
We believe that the use of this red flag list can
have at least three major benefits: (1) it should
increase the probability that white collar crime
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will be detected with only minor additional effort
and cost by management accountants, (2) a periodic review of the list should help to focus management's attention on the possibility of white
collar crime in its organization, and (3) it could
provide evidence that management is striving to
fulfill its obligation and stewardship to protect
corporate assets.
Both the frequency and average dollar losses
resulting from white collar crime are increasing.
Management accountants should be aware of the
forces that produce dishonest acts. In our model
we grouped them in three major categories: situational pressures, opportunities to commit fraud,
and personal characteristics. From our research
we evolved a list of red flags that can be used by
management to detect and deter the incidences of
white collar crime. The fact that most white collar
criminals are more like the "average man on the
street" than other criminals makes the use of a red
flag checklist a useful deterrent tool.
❑
C. Griffin, "Freud in Business," National Public Accountant, October 1976.
' N. Jaspan, "Problem- People - Prevention," National Public Accountant, May 1972.
'R. Lindsey. "Fraud Losses at Banks Mushrooming," WallStreet Journal. Septem•
ber 9, 1975.
J. Stone and I. Mason. "DP Crooks Going Unnoticed, Undtscouraged," Compu.
terworld. January 16, 1978.
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]FALS 33
Was it the third "Noble Experiment"
and would it end in failure like the first?
The first two, according to Prof. Gary
John Previts were Prohibition and the
Securities & Exchange Commission's
ruling on replacement costing, ASR 190.
The third is the Financial Accounting
Standard Board's attempt to translate financial statements to show the impact
of inflation —FAS No. 33 "Financial
Reporting and Changing Prices."
Dr. Previts drew the analogy at the
outset of NAA's special one -day conference on "Financial Reporting and
Changing Prices" held in New York
City, January S. Designed to help corporate financial officers to review the
technical requirements and compliance
problems of FAS 33, the conference
drew more than 100 attendees.
Like the FASB statement itself, the
conference was split, the morning session focusing on the constant dollar accounting requirement and the afternoon
session devoted to current cost accounting.
Dr. Previts reviewed the technical requirements of historical cost /constant
dollar accounting in his presentation.
He suggested that the SEC had pushed
the FASB into opting for current cost as
well as constant dollar accounting in the
published statement. He is professor of
accountancy, Case Western Reserve
University.
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Some of the implementation problems of constant dollar accounting were
described by W.J. Ihlanfeldt, assistant
controller of Shell Oil Co. Shell has
been disclosing financial data on a constant dollar basis for the past five years.
It makes comprehensive restatements in
its annual report. According to Mr. Ihlanfeldt, "We go the whole route and do
it in one day."
Mr. Ihlanfeldt also disclosed the fact
that Shell will make supplemental disclosure of its 1979 financial statements
based on current cost accounting. Un-

der FAS 33, such disclosure does not houses will become bookmakers."
have to be made until 1980; however, in
Mr. Mosso, one of two dissenters on
order to make year -to -year comparisons FAS 33, said, "I thought the FASB
companies would have to make the would do better —but it didn't. I now
computations eventually.
urge we get on with the experiment."
At the conference luncheon, David He believes that it is important to focus
Mosso, one of the five FASB members, on a single inflation- adjusted net income
noted, "Inflation is the bottom line mea- figure. "The door should be closed
sure of political performance over eco- quickly and firmly on the dual approach
nomic delivery." Inflation, the most sig- with multiple income numbers," his
nificant economic event of our times, published dissent insists.
has a tendency of switching the econoJust how confusing statements can
my from productivity to speculation. appear when inflation adjustments are
"If this trend continues, brokerage applied to them was illustrated by Prof.
Harold E. Arnett of the University of
Michigan in the afternoon presentation
of current cost accounting requirements. In an impressive presentation of
current cost manipulations, he concluded by showing that it was possible to
obtain six different combinations for a
net income amount using current cost
or constant dollar accounting or combinations of both methods.
In the final presentation, R.W. Mikelson, assistant comptroller of ITT, described some current cost problems in
interpretation and implementation at
his company. He pointed out that the
multinational company has five major
business segments each affected differently by current cost reporting.
Like it or not, FAS 33 is a fact and
the participants at the NAA conference
know that they must generate the required figures. As NAA President R.
Lee Brummet pointed out at the beginning of the all -day meeting, it will be a
long - learning process. He added: "It behooves us to be as supportive as possible
of this pronouncement."

Top, Dr. Previts speaks on constant dollar accounting. Left,
NAA President Lee Brummet (1.) chats with FASB member
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

David Mosso. At right, ITT's Mikelson (i.) and NAA
conference coordinator Pat Romano.
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NPO charged B &L with a transfer
price ploy, claiming that B &L made
the lenses and sold them to a B &L
subsidiary at a transfer price just
above manufacturing costs as figured
by B &L. B &L then used this transfer
price to figure soft lens profits. If true,
this ploy did more than delay profits.
Finally, in allocating R &D costs,
B &L treated R &D on other products
as a soft lens expense. NPO also
claimed a gross misallocation of selling, general, and administrative expenses by B &L to the soft lens operation.
NPO and B &L settled their tangle of
litigation in January 1977, in a fashion
indicating that NPD's charges were a
good bit more than groundless. B &L
paid NPD $14 million and gave up the
exclusive feature of its license with
NPD. Putting the whole matter into
perspective, this was equal to about a
third of B &L's other earnings for the
year, and it was about five times
NPD's other earnings for the year.

to

If you're preparing for the CMA exam
this year, you can now locate any
answer quickly and accurately with
the help of this unique six- volume
reference set. It's a valuable time and
money -saver you can't afford to be
without.

Some creative accounting issues,
such as cost allocation between product lines and transfer prices between
subsidiaries, rarely become a matter
of public record. They are usually internal accounting affairs and external
publicity can be suppressed. A notable exception is the feud over soft
contact lenses between Bausch &
Lomb (B &L) and National Patent Development Corp. (NPD).
In 1965 NPD acquired the world
rights to soft lenses from the Czech
Academy of Sciences, and in 1966
NPD signed an agreement with B &L
to develop and market the lenses
mainly in the Western Hemisphere
through 1983. The agreement specified that, in return, NPD would get
50% of B &L's profits on the lenses
after B &L's costs of developing the
lenses were reimbursed.
The agreement apparently was no
more specific than that: 50% of the
profits. From public sources it appears that B &L's internal accountants
sensed opportunities for creative accounting. NPD sensed it, too, and in
1972 began suing over the profit computations. That's how all this entered
the public record.
First off, B &L charged NPD $3.3
million for its pre -1971 development
costs. Only later did NPD discover
that a material portion of that sum
was imputed interest on B &L's actual
expenditures.
1971 was the first year in which
B &L marketed the lenses, and according to its own accounting the
profits on the lenses did not cover the
$3.3 million until early in 1974. In
1974, B &L paid NPO about $2.2 million as its share of the 1974 profits.
With that sum, NPD's net for all of
1974 was only $1.7 million.

performance

EDITOR

Next, NPD alleged B &L was charging the entire cost of production machinery as a soft lens expense in the
year of acquisition. NPO thought it
more appropriate to depreciate such
machinery over a reasonable period,
such as the 1972 -83 remainder of the
license. Admittedly, this maneuver
only delayed profit until later years.
But the 1974 impact on NPD's earnings alone hints that NPD might be a
bit hot about waiting for the profits —
and the cash.

tion.

GRANT W. NEWTON

Dim View of Profits
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
Gordon A. Browne, Augusta, Maine,
has joined the Department of Human
Services as director of the Bureau of
Health Planning and Development... .
Phillip B. Foster, was named president
of Talma, Inc., a subsidiary of Talley
Industries, Inc. Both are members of
Southern Maine.
Kenneth L. Harbor and Thomas B. Perry, Birmingham, Ala., have been promoted to manager of general accounting, and controller, respectively, at Rust
Engineering... . . They are members of
South Birmingham.
Dennis L. Murdock, Cedar Rapids, has
been appointed assistant general manager of the Central Iowa Power Cooperative.
Robert C. Jung, Jr., Cincinnati, has
been appointed controller for Burke
Marketing Research, Inc.... Raymond
R. Torbeck has joined Chemed as assistant manager of corporate accounting.

dent of finance for McLouth Steel Corp.
Both are members of the Detroit Chapter.

has been appointed president of the
First Hawaiian Bank, the principal subsidiary of First Hawaiian Inc. He is past
president of Hawaii

S.B. "Bike" DePree, Denver, has been
promoted to director of internal audit
for Adolph Coors Co.

Frederick E. Fisher, Houston, Tex.,
was named vice chairman of the board,
Arnold A. Keyes, Eaton Rapids, Mich., a new position, at U.S. Home Corp. He
has joined Akemi Plastics as comptrol- is a member of Florida West Central
ler. He is a member of Lansing- Jackson Chapter. Also named at this home
building company is Tim W. HumChapter.
phrey, who has been promoted to senior
Wayne R. Doel, Fall River -New Bed- vice president, audit. A past president of
ford, has been promoted to senior cost Florida West Central, he now is a Memanalyst for Rhode Island Hospital ber-at'-Large, USA.
Trust.
Herbert D. Ihle, Miami, was named
Charles D. Mecimore, a Greensboro,
senior vice president of finance for
N.C. professor of accounting, has been
Burger King Corp.
named head of the department of accounting in the school of business and Guenter G. Matthaeus, Naperville, Ill.,
economics at the University of North is now vice president of finance and adCarolina at Greensboro. A past presi- ministration at Packer Engineering Asdent of Cincinnati, he is now a member sociates Inc. He is a member of Fox River Valley.
of Piedmont- Greensboro.
Hu gh R. Pin gree, Honolulu, Hawaii,

Brad Gai, Oakland, Calif., has been

Charles B. Fox, Jr., Clifton, N.J., has
been named controller of facilities planning at Automatic Data Processing
Corp. He i s a member of New Jersey
Meadowlands.
LaRae J. Maruyama, Colorado Springs,
Colo., has been promoted to senior financial analyst at Digital Equipment
Corp. He is a member of Colorado
Springs- Pueblo.
Gerald E. McCarver, Dalton, Ga., president of the North Georgia Chapter, has
been named controller at Masterpiece
Finishing.
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David W. Becker and Andrew R.
Wisecup, Dayton, have been named
manager of market research for the
Kitchen Aid Division of Hobart Corp.,
and national service manager for the
Kitchen Aid division, respectively....
Frank W. Cleary of NDM Corp. has
been elected treasurer of Miami Township, Montgomery County, Ohio.
David M. Bolio, Dearborn, Mich., has
joined Kasle Steel and Aluminium as
director of finance. . . . Michael J .
Hiemstra has been elected vice presiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980
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named a partner with Clark, Wong,
Foulkes & Barbieri. He is a member of
Oakland -East Bay.

IS THERE A
DIFFERENCE
AMONG
RECRUITING
FIRMS?

Richard L. Ross, Pittsburgh, Pa., has
joined Bekaert Steel Wire Corp. as vice
president and controller. He is a member of Wheeling.
Leonard S. Coleman, Reading past
president, has been elected vice president of administration at Carpenter
Technology Corp.... Patrick H. Donahue was named controller at International Foundry Supply, Inc.... Dale C.
Henne has been named deputy auditor
at Bank of Pennsylvania.

Yes. In service, dependability,
professionalism. At Foster McKay,
our standards reflect those
differences A high degree of sensitivity and
perception; an ability to recognize
and evaluate quality of skills,
adaptability, self motivation, attitude.
In-depth identification and
prescreening of candidates, beyond
the expected, until the assignment is
completed.
The difference, then?
It's all in a name.

Norman P. Booth, Rochester, has been
promoted to vice president, finance at
John D. Brush & Co.... Mark T. Wilgus has joined Schlegel Corp. as controller for the company's abrasive brush
division.

U
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Turn your talents into a sur_cessful independent practice.
The PBS program has enjoyed tremendous success and profitable growth
through our nationwide family of successful affiliates. From California to
New York, accountants have established their own accounting, bookkeeping and tax practices, streamlined
by our own computer systems.
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PBS will provide...
Training Seminar Computer Service
Starter Kit Annual Tax Guide Marketing Film Support Consultation
Fairchild Projector
Wats Line
3.000 Qualified
"Dial - An- AnswerLeads Monthly Tax Newsletter Sales
Presentation Kit
Travel, Meals
Lodging Training Manuals In -House
PBS Computer (Optional)
Total Investment $8,500.
For more information and a sample
startup kit, call now, toll free.
800/638 -9390. In Maryland. call
301/727 -4600.
Thomas J. Morris III. VP
Professional Business Systems
Suite 253 /The World Trade Center
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

PROFESSIONAL
BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.
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"WHY SUFFERT'
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HAGAN

Rockford

Member -at -Large

the Scottsdale Area Chapter.
John A. Hagan, Winston - Salem, N.C.,
has been named a vice president of R.J.
Reynolds Industries Inc. He retains his
current position as controller. He is a
Member -at- Large, USA.

Organization Service

Fifth Ave.,
New York. NY 10017 (2121867-5780
30 Vreeland Road
Florham Park, NJ 07932 1201) 9660909
11222 S. LaCienega Blvd..
Inglewood. CA 90304 (213) 6706600
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Larry L. Grow and William V. Lennox,
Scottsdale, Ariz., have been promoted
to senior operations controllers of the
discrete electronic components divisions
and materials, semi - conductors group,
at Motorola. Mr. Lennox is president of

FISHER

COLEMAN

Fla. West Central

Reading

Vernon E. Zumhagen, Rockford, controller and assistant treasurer of J.L.
Clark Manufacturing Co., was elected a
company director, treasurer and assistant secretary. He is a governor of the
Stuart Cameron McLeod Society and a
past president of the Chapter.
Lloyd V. Abert, St. Louis, has been
named corporate controller at American Investment Co.... Richard L. Booton has been appointed vice president of
Oldfield Schatz and Associates, Inc....
R.F. Hites was named vice president
and controller of the Chow Division of
Ralston Purina Co.
Alan I. Baskin, San Diego, has been
named chairman of the board of San
Diego COM, Inc., a specialist in computer output microfilm.
Tom Signore, Santa Monica, Calif., has
joined Ring Brothers Corp. as controll er . . . . C. William Winkler, Jr, has
been promoted to controller of Teledyne, Inc. Both are members of West
Los Angeles.

Dennis R. Beresford, Cleveland, Ohio,
has been appointed chairman of the Accounting Standards Executive Committee of the American Institute of CPAs.
He is a partner in the firm of Ernst &
Whinney and a past president of the
Cleveland East Chapter.
Nancy Ann Brown, Columbus, Ind., has
been elected mayor of Columbus. She is
a past president of the South Central Indiana Chapter.

Emeritus Life Associates
Franklin C. Anderson, Connecticut
Gateway.
Harry C. Hopkinson, Chicago.
Earl J. Lenhart, Jr., Niagara.
Genevieve Mayer, Boston.
Jack L. McDaniel, Evansville,
Walter R. Richardson, Jr., Baltimore.
William J. Riley, Cleveland past president.
James R. Short, Elmira Area.
John B. Smith, .Kansas City.
Albert L. Stout, North Penn.
Paul W. Todd, Lancaster.
Walter A. Wahler, Princeton.
Alan Wallbank, Rockford past president.
Oren H. Weller, San Diego.
Theodore H. Wilmot, Binghamton past
president,
Robert W. Wittman, Member -at- Large.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1980

In Memoriam
Frank J. Cedoz, 83, Toledo, 1955.
Emeritus Life Associate.
James E. Griffin, 49, Florida Gulf
Coast, 1968.
Fred C. Holton, 88, Mohawk Valley,
1923, ELA.
Elmer C. Lang, 71, Toledo, 1953. ELA.
Oyars Laukers, 49, Mt. Rainier, 1967.
Roy L. Lewallen, 58, Virginia Peninsula, 1977.
Ray Lighthall, 83, Toledo past president, 1938. ELA.
Timothy J. Me Cann, 23, Milwaukee,
1979.
Hugh E. Morgan, 65, Milwaukee, 1970.
T. A. Moore, 78, Atlanta North, 1963.
Daniel C. Oppelt, 48, Mt. Rainier, 1963.
Jose A. Picon, 47, San Juan, 1965.
Clarence L. Schulze, 64, Seattle, ELA.
Charles H. Towns, 86, New Hampshire:
New York past president, 1923. ELA.
National Treasurer, 1956 -60,
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cooperation of NAA, the Cost Ac- dent accountants to offer limited ascounting Standards Board proposed surance on the reliability of such interto amend its Part 404, "Capitalization im financial statements.
of Tangible Assets," by changing the
minimum acquisition cost criterion
from $500 to $1,000. The results produced by the mail survey, and by a LETTERS
similar study conducted by the FinanContinued from page 9
cial Executives Institute, indicated
that industry practices have changed gests the use of an index card file for
significantly since CAS 404 was tracking contributors. This type of syspromulgated and that an acquisition tem is less than satisfactory for many
cost criterion of $1,000 now would be campaigns and should only be considmore appropriate than the lower ered by extremely small committees.
amount. The CASB noted that similar
Some areas were completely ignored,
revisions may be considered in future such as controls for multiple campaign
offices, computer usage, authority and
years.
independence of the treasurer and supervision of people responsible for fiSEC Limits Accountants'
nances —both paid professionals and
Liability
volunteers.
The real world of campaign accountThe SEC voted to exclude public ac- ing demands strong financial controls
countants from liability under Section and strong financial systems to help as11(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 for sure an upgrading in the quality of reinterim reports accompanying certain porting by all committees.
filings with the Commission (MAP,
Robert E. Miller, Jr.
Feb. '80). Statement on Auditing
Miller, Shockey & Co.
Standards No. 24 permits indepen- San Diego, Calif.

Continued from page 6

Change Sought in Capitalization
Criterion; NAA Aids Research
After reviewing the results of a questionnaire survey conducted with the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1980

Published by the National Association of Credit Management

drum of commerci al laws have been updated to
give you the latest facts in one handy volume. And
if you're involved i n commerci al transac tions, its
essential that you have the most recent federal and
state laws at your fingertips

r - ---- ----- - — - - - - — - — - - - - - - —
1
1
;

1
1

Price: Only S30
Coverage Includes the Uniform Commercial
Code, contracts, retail instalment sales laws, anti
trust and tr ade r egulati on laws, laws gover ni ng
negotiable instruments, bad check laws, sales and
use taxes. lien laws, equity rec eivershi ps. bond
laws, leasing and more
T h i s reference work on credit and collections is
so informative. so comprehensive and so useful,
you'll wonder h o w you ever got along wi thout it
Long considered the "legal" bible in the commer.
dial law community, it is backed by more than 70
years of legal and financial experience.

O0
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Publlcallons Department, MCM -30
The Service Cwporstlon of NACM
475 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10016

Please send me
copies of the 1980 Credit
Manual of Commercial Laws at 530.00 each
Enclose your check and we pay postage
U Enclosed is my check made payable to The Ser
vice Corporation of NACM.

;

Order Your Copy Today
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1
1
1
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An entire chapter has been devoted to a detailed
discussion of the new code. including procedures
for liquidation, reorganization and adjustment In
addition, there are artic les descri bing the major
changes in the c ode and its impact on secur ed
c r eAl:dol 34
r s chapters of this nearly 1,000-page compen.
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1
1

Bill me,
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Title
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1
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Company
-Street
State
Zip
City
New York City buyers add 8% sales tax New York

1
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State buyers add prevailing sales tax in your area
This is a tax deductible business publication
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The 1980 Credit Manual of Commercial Laws, the
No. 1 reference work on laws affecting credit and collections, now includes .-

_

the following decisions regarding
pending issues:
With respect to the proposed statement that would require lessees to
estimate the interest rate implicit in
the lease (MAP, March '79) in connection with Statement No. 13, "Accounting for Leases," decided not to
issue a final statement. The Board removed the project from its agenda
when it concluded that, improving the
symmetry of classification of leases
between lessees and lessors would
not justify the additional effort to be
imposed on lessees to estimate the
implicit rate. Because this decision
was made, the Board decided that a
statement that would limit the estimated residual value of leased property under Statement No. 13 also
would not be needed.

1
1
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WRITTEN COMMUNICATION
A System for Successful Expression
Writingwhat you mean
INTRODUCTION

WHY IT WORKS

Simply stated, this is a Learning System
especially designed for accountants, that bypasses memorization and the usual drills on
grammar and theory. Instead, it focuses,
through a step -by -step proven procedure, on
simple logic as a framework within which to
think through a problem.

Each participant has his or her own consult ant—an evaluator, a skilled, professional
writer- analyst who will answer questions,
read and critique each assignment and feed
back reactions, favorable as well as corrective, with "how to" explanations. No one
learns to write effectively simply by reading.
They need practice, feedback, and reinforcement. That's what this program and the evaluator provide. It's a surefire, success -oriented
approach.

HOW IT WORKS
Program participants learn how to "profile"
the subject of their message and their reader(s),
and they organize each communication to be
quickly and easily readable and
directed to the specific needs
and interests of the reader.
What makes this course
so unusual? ...It's personalized, individualized, and it deals with
the communications situations people
Self -Study
face reguCourse information:
la rl y in
Cos
their
jobs.

$195
r

discount
for members
Final
registration:
April 25, 1980
Starting date:
May 12, 1980

j
t,

. . . AND IT'S PRACTICAL
Preparation time is minimal —the course consists of 6 units of instruction over a 12 week
period. Each evaluation is sent to the participant before the next job - related assignment is
due, allowing for change to take place while
the course progresses. In fact, participants
will find their writing taking new and better
form immediately after the first unit.

RESULTS
Performance and achievement can be measured. The unique Performance Rating Guide
enables participants to check his or her progress throughout the course —no guess -work.
They'll know just as soon as they've eliminated
their writing difficulties.
The goal of excellence in written communications is within your grasp— contact us today!
Recommended Continuing Education Credit
—12 Hours
MA -SSP - 3180

ORDER FORM
Mail to:

9
■
■

National Association of Accountants
919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
Att: Self -Study Programs

❑ YES,please enroll me in the first course in
written communication starting May 12, 1980.

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Home Phone

(area rode)

Business Phone

(area code)

No, but send me literature on other NAA
Self -Study courses.
Cost $195 —10% DISCOUNT FOR MEMBERS

Member No.
Nonmember

Payment Enclosed

,Time,
is runnuig
to apply for
CMA E,You can still sit for the CMA examination on
June 11 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 9 8 0 , if you apply by
Applications are now being processed for the
amination that is offered in 3b major United
ates cities. Interested candidates must subit applications for membership in the Instite of Management Accounting and for the
ecember examination
April 1 , 1 9 8 0 .

Considerit.

For more information, please write or call:

Institute of Management Accounting
570 City Center Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Telephone: (313) 662 -1986

The Certificate in Management Accounting
program of the National Association of Accountants
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Cost Accountant
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Consultant

MIS Director

Accountant

SystemsMa
EDPManager

Financial V.P.

Name the one specialist qualified
to fill all of these positions
It's the Robert Half organization. And filling a
position means carefully matching the individual to
your precise requirements.
We start with the largest selection of the best
accounting, financial and edp professionals. The best
people on the job market come to us first because
word has gotten around that the best companies,
large and small, have come to us for over 30 years.
Next the trained accounting, financial and edp

professionals who staff our over 65 offices use the
latest personnel evaluation techniques to zero in on
the candidates best suited to your requirements. And
because our people are professionals, they understand your requirements.
The result: you get the right person without time consuming searching and interviewing— reducing
costly employee turnover. Contact the Robert Half
specialist. You'll find us in the White Pages.
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D accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
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